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J must add my voice to those who have
written in support ofTRS·80. J have had

LETTERS
EDITOR'S NOTES
f found, typ6Writer this [uwl

Ws h.w reached • tumlng point for

_.re

People's Computen. Note our n6WCOllflr
fogo. Indeed,
planning to ch.nge
our nama to RecreatiOf'lal Computing
to amphasile the fsct th.t in fu ture
issues we intend to focus on computing
as. recreationtJl.ndtJducationa/ pastime.
This was a mtJior role thtJt pee NeW$pap6r foresighrfufly fulfil/6d for schools;
now, r6tBining our new 'm6galine look,'
we intMd ro address ourselves ro the main
use of compute" in th6 home-(}8ITI6$,
programs and divemom for entertainm6nt and home adlJCtJtion. So, in coming
issues, look for more progf3fTlS and
.rticles on fantssylsdvenwre game:s find
simulBtions, mOf8 computjng problems
for you to solve .nd diveffions for you
to pulli. over, more on graphia alld
more on plICkaged microsystems-in
b/sck & white • •• • nd colorl
This istll8 I, • few P3gtJS thinner than
usual, .Ithough It's unusuBfly thick in
'm""ty' ,rticln.. We.,. currently striving
ro get on tJn _/~r production schedule
in order to countertlCt ~ in6vitBble
deltJys the mBfIlJline suffef'l between
the time It I""ve:s th. printer and the
tima it scwally SPP6af'l on the neWf'
stands or in your m.llbox. To get on
this n6W schedul. required sOlT/e fast
editing and. little IfIU copy (although,
I must admit, a non-multiple of '6
pager has giv'1II PC an inter6$ting new
look in tetml of color pages). Not to
worry, howe""r: future issue:s will be
normal rile.

just received your July-August
publication and was paging through
it when I saw the article on 'A Modern
Day Medicine Show.' I graduated with
you, Fred and Randy from CW in 1964.
so reading the article was quite a pleasure
as I have fond memories of those days.

I wanted to write and express appreciation for your latest SPOT program (the
'Pong' one) and PC in general. British
PET clubs are non-existent, and as a
really new newcomer to computing,
with no contacts, PC is a lifeline! More
programs, and keep growing!

I

I moved to California in 1970 and have

Duncan Langford
Cochester, Essex, England

I

been employed by Perlee Computer
Corporation since that lime. I am
currently working on the MITS product
line and its international distribution.
Jan J Cunningham

Irvine, CA
Jan-At least 75% of my mail cOf/sists
o[ press releases alld /lew product
allnOllncements, so I was absolwely
delighted to open what I expected to
be a press release /rolll PeTtee Compllfer
Corporation to find ),ollr letter. I had
been wondering what Ihe chances were
that Dt let1st olle of the /000 members
of our high school graduating class are
among the 10,000 readers of People's
Computers ... obl'iously,
I'ery good.
What all olllstalldillg way to have a closs
reuniOIL
- BK

Fin.lly, , must past on this meS$81f18
which I fBCaived in • fortune cookie
(at our ftJlIOrite loe" M.ndarin Chinese
restauf8ntJ y6$terday:

I~

'---__v
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mine since November and have had Level
II since May, it has never failed to please.

I am pleased to see that your magazine is
carrying material which is of interest to
those of us without PETs. As a TRS-BO
owner, I hope to see more articles along
the lines of Clyde Farrell's 'TRS-BO:
Converting to Level II BASIC' (PC,
Jul-Aug '7B).

While the TRS-BO is not the 'quick and
cheap machine' described by Tom
Williams (PC, Mar-Apr '78), neither is
it perfect. I have an early version of
Radio Shack's Level II BAS IC and,
while it is generally an excellent extended
BASIC, it does have a few 'bugs.' I was
having trouble READing DATA state·
ments until I received the following 'fix'
from Hugh Mathias, Radio Shack's
Customer Service Manager. With the
insertion of a line at the beginning of a
program (Line # POKE 16553. 255),
Level II READs DATA without a hitch.
Others with Level II should appreciate
litis 'fix.' Incidentally, it would seem
logical that other versions of Microsoft
BASIC have similar 'bugs.'

At the same time I must express conster·
nation over what seems to be developing
between users of the PET and TRS-80,
namely some sort of limited warfare.
As Clyde Farrell has stated before, we
are lucky that two companies have now
made personal computing within the
financ ial grasp of so many. Engaging in
protracted infantile debates (see for
example the letter by Dave Caulkins
in PC July-August) is a waste of time
and paper.
It is obvious that both machines have
their faults as well as their attributes; why,
for example, compare a machine with 4K
ROM to one with 14K ROM? It doesn't
make any sense.

As PC points out, and I guess it is true,
the space dedicated to a particular unit is
a function of the amount of correspondence received. They say they are willing
to give 'equal time' to the TRS-80 and
so far as I can see they are attempting
to do so. So if you TRS-80 owners out
there want more coverage, send in more
programs, comments, etc.
I continue to find PC a refreshing publicat ion, keep up the good work. Any
microcomputer owner should be happy
to have access to a magazine such as yours.
Arthur B Busbey, III
Chicago,IL

1'111 really impressed with Milan Chepko's

I wish to congratulate you on the outstanding July-August 1978 issue. You
packed substance and enjoyment into
each article_
Gene Beley
Arcad ia, CA

I feel thai the TRS-80 system could
fill a need for inexpensive hardware 10
handle limited applications for smaller
governmental units and small businesses.
I am now awaiting delivery of two
mini-disk systems and a line printer so
that I can test my theory, and I'll keep
you advised of any successes (and/or
failures). I would be most interested in
hearing from others regarding their
experiences in implementing microcomputer systems for governmental or
commercial applications.

William SPill
Pacific Grove, CA

TillY Blackjack (PC, May- June, 1978)
but believe that the card dealing routine
suggested isn't fa ir,in that if(forexample)
a deck with 4 Aces and I King is left,
the King is as likely to be dealt as the
Aces. If, as in actual play, there are more
cards left, the bias is less severe, but
still exists.
A possible fix is to generate a random
number between I and N and to take the
card with that position in the (now
depleted) deck to be dealt. My attempt
to do this is shown below. I don't know
exactly what Milan's version of BASIC
does for RND(O) or for division, so the

suggested program may be flawed-I
would appreciate it if you would check
it out and let me know (I have only a

PET).

Deliver TillY BASIC gellerates a IIlIII/ber
between 0 alld 32767 for eacll call to
RND(OJ. The ollly kind of dMsioll ill
DTB is imeger or tnmcateli division.

Except for the card generator, I like
Milan's BJ Program a lot! I worked for
awhile developing 8J on my own a
few months ago, but never got done
with a version that allowed doubling
down, pair splitting, insurace, etc. My
first card shuffler subroutine had severe
problems-that's why I got nervous about
this one and started analyzing it.

You are indeed righllhal the card dealing
routine ill Qlepko's TIllY Blockjack is not
fair. Your {IX should work.

FAIR DEALER FOR TINY BI (CHEPKO)

160 X=RNO(0)/630+4
161 IF X>55 GOTO 160
162 IF S (X/4) < (X- (X/4)"4)
GOTO 160
163 x=x/4:S(X)-S(X)-I:N=N-I
164 IF X=I X-15
165 RET

Assum ing RND(O) produces an integer
between 0 and Y (is Y=32767 or 65535?)
and that division truncates and does not
round off (Le. 3/2=1 and 7/8=0) then the
following replacement for lines 160- 165
in the Chepko program deals fairly:

160=RND (0) / (32767 IN)
161 IF X> (N-I) GOTO 160
162 I=O:J=O
163 1-1+/ :J=J+S ( I ):
If X>-J GOTO 163
164 X=I:S(I)=S(I)-I:N=N - I
165 IF X=I X=15
166 RET

I dOIl't recall 1I0licing the problem when
I checked Ille program; however, just to
prove Ihal I'm a programmer . . . and to
give you a choice. I've inc/uded anolher
possible {lX.

Eryk Versilell

PCC

Mark Zimmennann
Sierra Madre, CA

Notes to Zimmermann in Response:
I think Mr ZimmemlOnn raises a valid
point in his letter-my card-drawing
mutine (lines 160-/65) does /lot take
into accoullt the changing frequency of
the remailling cards as the hands are dealt,
and I call see )/OW this could affect the
probability for allY card drawn next to
be a specific type.
Whife 1 agree that my origillQl routille
may upset a statisticiall, I doubt t!urt
there would be any serious problem ill
routine play, although I would be
ill/eresteel in seeing a good allQlysis of
the silllatioll. It would seem to me thot
if the random lIumber generator
[unctions CO"cctly, the order of the
cards would be no less random than the
order of cards in a well-shuffled deck.
and thot is the basis of the card game
ill Ihe /int ploce.
Miloll D O,epko, MD
77lief River Falls, MN

Corrections to lalt issue
(Volume 7, Number 1)
1) I" IsslIC Asimoy's article there should

have been a copyright "otice on p. 16
vkoieh read:
@Copvright 1969 by Commu"i·
ClItiOf'lsJReseareh /Machines, loe.
Reprinted with permissiOf'l of
the IHJthor.
'2) In the Farrell tJrtiele on page 30

the addre$$ shoold have read:
Farrell Enterprises
PO Bo)! 4392
Welnut Creek. CA 94596
3) A couple of errors in lau IQue's
SPOT I6(:tion are corrected in this
month'l SPOT section.
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TRS-(ffi@ LEVEL II COMPUTER:
A GROWN-UP FIELD EVALUATION
BY THOMAS DWYER AND MARGOT CRITCHFIELD
WITH ADDITIONAL COMMENTS BY DRAGON BOB ALBRECHT AND ERYK VERSHEN
Now IIial Radio Shock's Level II
computer has reached the markerpliIce,
and in response to the lelfers Qnd articles

in our last three issues. the TRS·80 fan
mail is slarting to roll in. (I knew IhD!
there were more of you TRS-80
supporters aliI there.)

Tom Dwyer is a professor of Computer
Science alld the [ather 0/ Project SOLO
(1I0W SOLOWORKSj at the University
0/ Pirrsburgh. Margot Critchfield ;s an
arrist Qnd graduate student as well as
the co-director of the SOLO WORKS
projecl. In Q sentence, the aim ofPro;ect
SOLO (SOLO WORKS) was /0 involve

kids in leaming to program and use
computers as tools fo r creative problemsolving, particularly in mathematics.
More reeem/y, Tom alld Margot have

shifted tlwiT i1lferest to personal and
home computing, and they halle
published a number of articles 0,1 this
subject (particularly 011 using the Compu·
color 8051 to produce color graphics) ill
J'arious popular computillg magazilles
over the past few mOllths. Their book,
BASIC and the Personal Computer, which
was just released by AddiMm· Wesley
last May, will undoubtedly become a
classic reference lIolume.
1 rail illto Tom and Margot at NCC ill
AI/aheim a few weeks ago, and we had a
long chat about consumer·orienled
micro·compllter systems. A couple of
weeks later 1 \mS delighted to open my
mail and receille this anicle on the
TRS·80 LeJ'el fl. Bob Albrecht read oller
the manllscript and decided to add a few
comments of his own, and Eryk Versllell,
who lUIS been bUSily checking Ollt the
Lellellf lIU1chine here at PCC, volunteered
a few more comments based 0 1/ Ilis
experie1lce. - BK
The Radio Shack TRS· 80 computer first
appeared in the Fall of 1977. At that
time it used a 4K version of BASIC
(stored in ROM) which Radio Shack
designated as Level I BASIC. Some of the
6

early reviews of the IRS · 80 pointed out The solution to these problems came
that prospective buyers ought to view thls in the form of a Radio Shack Level II
BASIC as a negative factor in judging the machine that was delivered to David
machine.
Stanton, one of the slUdents in our class.
Dave kindly volunteered to make his
machine available for course use. The
In April of 1978 Radio Shack started to modularity of the system meant that
ship its Level U computer. The Level n he only needed to bring in the keyboardl
features a greatly expanded version of computer unit, which we then hooked up
BASIC (stored in about 12K of ROM). It to our classroom monitors. This simply
was written by Microsoft, and it closely involved making up a coax connecting
resembles the 4.0 BASIC that Microsoft cable, since the TRS·80 (unlike the
produced for the ALTAIRTM computer. PET) provides a standard composite
What this amounts to saying is that Level video signal on the back panel.
II represents current state·ofart thinking
in extended BASIC deSign, and that the After running the machine through its
TRS·80 now has the potential of being paces on a number of difficult assign·
rated a best buy for many users.
ments, both we and the students gave the
machine hlgh grades on just about all
We recently had a chance to evaluate counts. Here are some of the reasons:
A really superior BASIC with excel·
this potential in the context of teaching •
lent
editing and diagnostic facilit ies.
two short adult courses in Personal
A medium resolution graphics fea·
Computing at the University of Pills· •
ture that can address any of 128 by
burgh's Pill Informal Program. The
48
points. (The PET graphics ad·
courses were intense introductions to all
dressability is about 1/6 this.) One
the aspects of personal computing:
of our most sucessful class activi·
hardware, software, programming, choos·
ties was the on·line development of
ing a machlne, and the design of appli·
a
dynamic billiard ball program
cations. Each course was conducted over
using
thls graphics capability.
four successive Saturdays, with optional
• A 1024 character alphanumeric dis·
'lab' time during the week.
play with 64 characters on each of
16 lines.
Two kinds of lab computing were used. •
A composite video signal coming
All students were issued identification
out the back that is able to drive
numbers on the Pitt Timesharing System
several classroom monitors.
where they learned to program in BASIC
• Software selectable double·sized
using a Decwriter ™ terminal to ·simul·
characters for classroom viewing
ate' their own personal computer. We also
when needed.
tried to do actual classroom program- •
Portability. (Dave carried to com·
ming USing timesharing. This proved to
puter/keyboard unit, power supply
have lots of problems. We wanted to
and cassette player boxed together
show students how to develop programs
with a rope slung over his shoul·
by trying things on·line. Large, expensive
der.)
timesharing systems can't pennit very
Room for very large user programs
much 'thlnk time' however, and having
(we used the 16K RAM verSion).
the system log you off just when 'things •
No known bugs and no hardware
are starting to jell' proved very frustra·
failures ; easy local access to servo
ting. Also, the BASIC on this large
ice if needed.
system (a DEC PDP-JO) is relatively •
All of the above for under $ I()(l().
primitive (the BAS IC PLUS language The main questions one might have
on the smaller DEC PDp· I I RSTS about the TRS·80 are connected with
system is far superior).
expandability. Most of our students

•

wanted to use computers in applications
that would require both disk storage and
hard copy. These facilities have been
announced by Radio Shack, and their
32K business system in particular will be
worth investigating as the answer to this
need. We won't speculate on how well
the business system performs without a
similar 'field' experience. There's no
doubt that trying out a system in the con·
text of keeping 40 critical adult students
happy with the results is a demanding
form of evaluation. But it's one that the
TRS·SO Level II passed with flying
colors.

SOME DRAGON· THOUGHTS
ON THE TRS·80
I agree with Tom and Margot -the
IRS ·80 is a great computer for teaching
people how to program in BASIC. TIlls is
especially true if the people are kids, ages
8 to 12. The TRS·80 is my current first
choice for leaching kids how to program
in BAS IC.

Tom and Margot listed several reasons
for liking the IRS- 80. I concur-and
here are some additional reasons, if you
are teaching kids how to program.
• The RND function gives integers. For
example. suppose you want integers
from I to 100.
TRS·80: 120 X""RND(1oo)

Easvt
Brand X: 120X=INT(100*RND(1))+1

01 course.

Try to ellplain that to a 4th grader.

• Clear the screen.
TRS-80: 100 CLS
Pretty obviOUS.

PET: 100 PRINT

"~"

Very mysterious.

• Cursor con trol. Ihe TRS·80 with its
PRINT@ for text and SEI and RESET
for graphics is very easy to lcarn or
tea ch. The PRINT@ can also be used
as PRINT(a) 64*R+C where R is the
row (0 to IS) and C is the column
(0 to 63). Neat!
• Double precision arithmetic-up to 16
decimal digits. Great for number
patterns and math recreations taught
in elemen tary schools. Kids love to
see those big numbers crunched out.

• ON ERROR GO TO. A must for
computers used in education. This
allows the programmer to be in
control, instead of the locked·in·
ROM operating system. The TRS·80
has it.
• IRS-80 documentation is outstand·
ing. The Level I "Teach YouseJr'
style primer is the best I have seen
from a personal computer manu·
facturer. The Level II BASIC Refer·
ence Manual is clear, complete and
readable. I hope Radio Shack will
continue this excellent track record
with a .Level II Primer.
Enuff for now, except for this: Don't
misread me, or read more into the above
words than I intend. I think the TRS·80
is the best low cost computer (circa September 1978) for teaching people how
to program in BASIC. That's all. I
didn't claim that the TRS·80 is the
best educational computer for all pur·
poses. For some educational applications,
I like the PET; for others, the SOL.
Next school year, I'll tryout the APPLE.
In the meantime, what do you think?
Send us your thoughts and, especially,
your experiences in using various comput.
ers with learners of all ages. - The Dragon

A SECOND LOOK AT THE
TRS·80

hum coming from the transformer
and/or the monitor; however, this hum
usually goes away after a few minutes.
Software. Good software is crucial
to any computer system. If the hard·
ware doesn't work you can get it fixed
or replaced or get your mOlley back.
If the documentation is poor, you can
often play detective. But if the software
is poor you may weU be headed for utter
frustration. Indeed, it is the software
which reaUy distinguishes the Level I
and Level II machines.
Level I is a 4K BASIC ; that is, it takes
4,096 bytes of ROM. If you have used
Palo Alto Tiny BASIC, you will find
Level I BASIC extremely familiar - they
are practically identical. IRS·80 Level I
BASIC allows larger numbers, a few
graphics functions, a couple of strings
(which can only have values assigned
to them , nothing else), and a few
additional commands and functions
(PRINT @, TAB , DATA, READ,
RESTORE, and ON). Nevertheless, Level
I is st ill a rather primitive language, with
some definite drawbacks. For example,
all input is printed on the screen, even if
the machine is not accepting it; furth er·
more, it is impossible to tell if a program
has been correctly saved without
destroying the copy in the machine.
Level II BAS IC is in a different league.
Microsoft, the same
company that designed and implemented
BAS IC for the ALTAIRTM, PETTM and
a number of other well·known micro·
computers. Level II is a 12K BASIC,
and as one would expect with three times
the size, it is a much better and more
sophisticated BASIC than Level I.
Variable names can be longer (though
only the first two characters are checked'
and no substring can be a reserved word);
a good set of aritlunetic functions are
prOVided (including, thank goodness,
the exponentiation operator that Level
I didn't have); real strings and string
funct ions (though INSTR is left for
Level II disk BASIC) are available;
there are three numeric data types:
integer, real and double-precision real ;
multiple arrays are allowed; and finally ,
PEEK, POKE and machine language
routines may be used.
It was written by

The TRS·80 is definitely 'the' computer
system this year. I have now had the
opportunity to use both the Level I and
Level II machines. Here are a few, more
or less objective, comments.
Hardware. The hardware is the same
for both models. The only difference
lies in the chips inside the keyboard. The
standard IRS·SO comes in four pieces:
• A 12" monitor
• A tape recorder/player (Radio
Shack's CfR.41)
• A keyboard cum computer
• A power supply.
Setting up is really quite simplc. The
monitor, recorder and power supply all
plug into the keyboard at one end and
into wall sockets at the other end. All
the pieces are encased in grey and black
plastic. The unit as a whole is fairly light
weight and any difficulties in carrying
result from trying to carry four things
at once , not from heaviness. Perhaps
the only annoying thing about the
hardware is an occasional high pitched

The drawbacks of Levell have more than
been surpassed. Referring back to the ex·
Continued on page 27.
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'lrbe 3Jnba~ion of

HOW TO TEACH
A PERFECTLY
INNOCENT
COMPUTER
TO
TAKEOVER

BY
LEE SCHNEIDER AND TODD VOROS

In the Sept. 1975 (Vol 4, No 2) issue of
we published all article by Todd
Voros and Lee Schneider (creators of
FORTRAN MAN) on the history, deveiopmelft (1nd humall reaction to their
computer sim/dation game, KiNGDOM.
Todd Qnd Lee created KINGDOM as an
expanded Qlu! more sophisticated take-

pcc.

a!! on the popular program, HAMAfU-

RAB! developed 01 Digital Equipmem
Corporatioll.

Here, at last, ;s Q long-awaited follow-up
article in which Todd and Lee discuss
the process by which 'hey designed
KINGDOM Qnd SIlbseqllently developed
programs to simulate I'an"ous human

strategies for playi'lg the game - searching
for all optimal strategy.
Sillce the anginal article QIJpeared some
time ago, we have repriflled the 'official
lUles' 0/ KINGDOM Qnd the program
listing as part o[ this follow· up article. If
you are lIot familiar with KINGDOM
or If you missed the first article, you may
wish to peruse the 'official rnles' prior
to readillg this follow· up. - BK

THE DESIGN OF KINGDOM
When we first started to design the game
of KINGOOM, we decided to follow the
general guidelines of the much older
DEC game, HAMMURABI, but to include
considerably expanded capability. Three
overall criteria governed the design of
8
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the game: I) the game had to be complex
enough to provide an interesting chal·
lenge to the experienced player, but
not so complex as to be incomprehensible
to the novice, 2) the game had to include
enough variation in play such that no two
games would be exactly alike, and 3) in
the overall play of the game, the winning
or losing of the game had to rest
primarily on the skill of rhe player, rather
than on random chance.

THE WORLD

an excellent exanlple of such a game) but
this violates the first constraint' of
keeping the game at a relatively Simple
level. (Moral: Designing a game isn't
always as easy as it looks.) We attempted
to solve this dilemma by designing
KINGDOM on the basis of 'balanced
randomness;' that is, over the course of
Ule typical game, the random occunences
which aid the player and those which
oppose him would lend to average out
to approxinlately zero. As a result,
the skill of the player (in the long run)
determines the winning or lOSing of the
game, while a steady flow of random
elements is maintained to keep the game
interesting.

The first criterion was purely an arbitrary
selection, since 'complexity' depends on
the average player's capability: a game
that is difficult for an average fourth.
grader may seem relatively sinlple to
a twelfth·grader. We designed our game
of KINGDOM so as to be challenging Examining KINGDOM, it can be seen
for high·school or beginning college that, on the negative Side, there are three
students.
'natural disasters' which may strike the
~ngdom: plague which reduces popula.
The second and third criteria were llon, earthquakes which reduce land
somewhat
conflicting
in
nature: holdings, and theft which reduces the
VlIriations in the course of play imply supply of grain. Each of these set·backs
the use of random elements; however, has a 10% chance of occurring in a given
the introduction of random elements year; therefore, during the course of a
limits the player's need to use skm. typical 100 year game, the player can
Indeed, too much randomness in each expect a total of 30 'natural disasters'
game prevents a player from improving to strike the kingdom. (If you are
his play from one game to the next, as thinking to yourself. 'Aha, they forgot
he can never truly judge the efficiency the HUns!,' be patient; we have purposeof his tactics. On the other hand, little or fully ignored them momentarily.) On the
no randomness is dull since each new positive side, there are only two random
game looks exactly like the last , and the occurrences: grain shipments which
player quickly loses interest once the increase the amount of grain on hand,
'winning strategy' has been found. TIlUs, and border expansions which increase
a completely deternlinistic game lIlust be both the land and population of the
made so complex that the winning kingdom. Both of these have a 15%
strategy cotmor easily be found (chess is probability of occurrence, resulting in

a total of 30 'miracles' which the player
could expect to occur during a given
100 year reign. The overall effect of
'natural disasters' versus 'miracles' is,
therefore, zero!
We now turn to the delinquent Huns;
these guys, like all other 'bad news'
occurrences, have a 10% probability
of cropping up in a given year. Their
appearance means the loss of all three
commodities, population, land, and grain.
Therefore, with no other 'good news'
occurrences to balance, the a~rage game
has a 10% overall bias against the player.
This, by the way, was flat included in the
first versions of KINGDOM; the Huns
were added later for a specific purpose
(as were other additions). The reasoning
was as follows: as the rules were initially
set, even the most novice player could
make an average of 10% profit during
each 'year' of play without much real
thought; this meant that a player could
win the game without really doing any
'tactical thinking'. By giving the
computer a 10% edge. a player is required
to do SOme creative thinking 10 win the
game and not simply 'coast along' for the
ride. The amount of destruction wreaked
by the Huns was carefully set to a level
too large to be ignored by the player, but
too small to be of any overall conse·
quence unless the player consistently
disregarded their attacks; in other words,
the Huns crop up just enough to be a
minor annoyance and keep a player on
his toes and thinking (which was the
whole idea). This design strategy was
further enhanced in the final selection of
equations governing agriculture and
population.
The population of the kingdom is, of
course, of vital importance to the player;
if all the people die OUI, the game is lost.
However, people in KINGDOM are
expensive; too large a population
becomes a tremendous burden on the
ruler and cuts deeply into profits. The
populace can return part of this expense
back to the rule r through planting and
harvesting of land; however, as most
KINGDOM players will soon notice,
such fanning makes the population
almost. but flot quire, self· sufficient.
This, once again, prods the player into
doing some tactical thinking "in order to
make enough profit each year to maintain
the populace.
For those who like numbers, this is how
it works. In KINGDOM, each subject

may plant a maximum of 2 acres of land.
Each subject requires I 0 bushels of grain
for food each year, so the 'cost of labor'
can be thought of as 5 bushels per acre.
In addition, each acre planted requires
3 bushels of grain for seed. Thus, the
net cost of planting is 8 bushels per acre. '
The harvest ranges from 1 to 9 bushels
per acre. and is based on a standard,
'beU curve' distribution with the median
at 5 bu&hels per acre. That is, over the
course of the game, the average harvest
will be 5 bushels per acre. Now, figuring
yield minus cost, for every acre planted.
the ruler will, on the average, end up
3 bushels in the hole! -On tile alleTage,
that is, unless the player learns to predict
the harvest by observing the distribution
of high and low harvest years and 'out·
guesses' the weather. Once again, the
computer has forced the human being
to think in order to get ahead.

We conclude the discussion of the design
of KJNGDOM with an admission of guilt:
there is a 'fix' in the program which is
deliberately designed to make things
tough for the novice player. As each game
begins, a player is given, at random
(but within defined limits), a starting al·
lotment of grain , land, and people. it
is here, with the people , that the 'fix'
occurs: the starting population is almosr
always a lHtJe bit too large to be sup·
ported by the resources provided. The
novice player is generally tempted to support the population as it is, thereby los·
ing the game as funds slowly run out
faster than they can be accumulated.
In KINGDOM, by Ule way, the popu·
lation tends to increase geometrically
Gust like real populations do), so that if
left unchecked, it will eventually reach a
point where mass starvation is unavoid·
able.
There is, though, a way out of this 'fix'.
Just letting the population starve in the
beginning is not the answer; a player who

does this, will be wiped out by food riots.
Waiting for the plague or the passing
Huns to do the job mighr work, but the
odds are against it (border expansions,
which occur at a comparable rate, tend
to restore the population right back
again). The secret is 'controlled starva·
tion'; that is, a player must convert
almost all of his grain to land when the
price is relatively low, saving just enough
to feed the desired number of people.
Now, since a food riot results in loss of
grain, and since the Royal Grainery is
empty, a player may get by with no loss
of wealth and also restore his grain by
selling land in the next year or so, when
the price of land is equal to or greater
than it was when the land was bought.
Some players, of course, claim that it
is 'inhuman' to starve people in pursuit
of wealth, while others, (with less cons·
cience and more greed) use the tactic
continuously. The former sometimes pre·
fer to use the 'Ruler's Revenge Law'
which allows the ruler to eliminate up to
two subjects per year from the populace
without risking riots, (which mayor may
not work, depending on how fast the
populace is growing).
Overall, the game is designed so as to be
somewhat difficult for the beginning
user. But, by knowing and playing odds,
by intelligent speculation on things
to come, and by taking adVllntage of the
known factors which control the game,
a win is almost always possible. (Some
games, of course, win be unavoidably
lost when, by chance, a number of negative occurrences all combine in one
'year' so as to eliminate the entire popu·
lation in a single stroke). It should be
noted that KINGDOM was designed
around the use of integer quantities
only, since this simplified both the
player's input and the internal bookkeep·
ing of the game.
THE SEARCH FOR AN OPTIMAL
GAME STRATEGY
We now tum to what we believe is the
most in teresting development of the
entire KINGOOM project- the design
apd implementation of a program which
would enable the computer to play the
game by itself, analyze its play, and
eventually, be capable of modifying its
tactics 50 as to 'learn' the game as a hu·
man player learns it. We embarked on
this project, which we called RAMSES,
partly because at Ule time, we had nDthing better to do, partly because we had
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never attempted to write a heuristic
program before ('heuristic programming'
is a temt used to describe the computerized simulation of human functions,
such as le:arning), and mostly because we
hoped to be able to use the computer
to find the 'best' strategy for winning the

.......................................................
•••
OFFICIAL RULES FOR
•••
•

•••
••

i•
••

game.
Once KINGDOM had been fully dev·
eloped, debugged, and released into the
unsuspecting world, everybody who
played morc than two games came running to us claiming that he or she had discovered 'he 'secret strategy' for assuring
a win every game. Others came to us with
alternate strategies which, they claimed,
would allow the player to win in the
shorlest possible time (though not neces·
sarily every time). No two people, it
seemed, could ever agree on what the
'best' strategy was, or even on the exact
nature of the goal in question.

Occasionally, someone would come up
with what appeared to be a sure· fire, bonafide strategy for winning al KINGDOM .
Even so, because of the planned variat·
tions in the game, it was difficult to eval·
uate each strategy in lemlS of effective·
ness, and still harder to compare one stra·
tegy with another in a meaningful way.

!

1kingbom

i•
•

•

The game of KINGDOM is based upon the premise that the player is to act as •
the ruler of a mythical, medieval country. The ruler must make decisions :
which maintain the kingdom and advance the player toward the goal.
•

•
:

The goal of the player is to rule the world. This is accomplished by collecting
a total wealth equal to, OF exceeding. one million units. Wealth is measured in •
terms of two quantitites: acres of land owned, and bushels of grain in storage. :

•
:
•
•
:

At the start of the game, the player is assigned an initial population, a parcel
of land, and a storage house of grain. At the beginning of each year, the
player must make decisions which will concern the transaction of land and
grain, allot food to the populace, and specify the amount of land to be plant·
ed. A yearly report is printed at the beginning of each year, giving the total
resources of the kingdom at that time.

:

If the player makes a decision which exceeds the limits of the total resources •
at that time, the player is informed of the error and the question is repeated. :

••:
••:
•
•••
:

••
:

:•

•:•

••:

••:

•
:
•
•
:

•

••

The player wins at any time when the total wealth (acres plus bushels) equals :
or exceeds, one million units. The player loses if the total population reaches •
a value of zero.
:

•
:•
•:•

Game constants are of three basic types. The first are absolute constants,
which are fixed at the same value throughout the play of the game. The se·
cond type are factors which are always present, but change on a fairly random basis each year. The third type is usually referred to as random occur· :
rence, which governs a number of happenings which mayor may not occur in
a given year, based upon a standard fixed percentage.

Being Engineering Majors, we knew, of :
course, that Ihe solution to this problem •••
was to run a large number of games (say
a few thousand) using each strategy,
All user input is in the form of numeric values. The user may terminate the :
thereby obtaining enough random varia· :
play at any time by entering a negative value in response to any question.
•
tions to cause an 'averaging out' effect. •
The results of anyone game could not be
used as significant proof that a given stra·
tegy worked, nor could the results of any bers of games using the given strategy to be planted. Since the PLAYER prolen games; but the results of several and would then allow us 10 evaluate the gram was essentially to take the place of
hundred games would indeed yield effectiveness of that strategy as a means a human player. the fUllction of PLAYER
meaningful values, and, the more games to obtaining a certain goal (which we was to provide these same four numeric
played, the better the analysis. Further· could also define), with the assurance values. PLAYER could, therefore, be
more, it occurred to us that our trusty that occasional random events would not considered a subroutine of the KINGcompute r could do all this work, provid- affect the overall evaluation of strategy. DOM game, which would be called upon
ed that somebody taught it how to play
by KI NGDOM at the beginnning of each
Needless to say, it was necessary for 'year' to provide the input values just as
KINGDOM.
PLAYER to play within the rules of the a human player would.
game, no matter what sort of outlandish
TEACHING A COMPUTER TO PLAY
strategy il was given to follow. In a totally A human player generally makes 'yearly'
KINGDOM
objective observation of KINGDOM , it decisions on the basis of the information
could be said that the function of the presented to him by the KINGDOM pro·
Thus, the first phase of the RAMSES human player is to provide four integer gram - e.g., how many bushels are cur·
project essentially began as the develop-- vaJues as input to the program at the rently in storage, how many people are
melll of a program which would play beginning of each 'year' of play: the ill the kingdom, how many acres of land
KINGDOM as a human player does, amount of land to be bought, the are owned, etc. Therefore, we assumed
fo Uowing a defrned strategy which we amount to be sold, the number ofbushels that the PLAYER program would have
would provide. This program, which we of grain to be distributed to the people access to the same information, and
named PLAYER, could play large num- for food, and the number of acres of land thereby would be able to base its decis·

I
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•
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The following are absolute game constants:
FOOO _ Each subject of the kingdom req uires a minimum of 10 bushels of
grain per year for use as food.
SEED _ Each acre of land planted requires 3 bushels of grain per year for
use as seed.
LABOR _ Each subject may plant a maximum of 2 acres per year.

The following are variable factors:
LAND PRICE - (expressed as bushels per acre) - normally varies between
3 and 6 bushels per acre, unless affected by the occurrence of rain. or
drought. The harvest per acre for a given year becomes the tradmg
value for the following year.
POPULATION - normally varies by 20 to 40% due to natural causes, unless
affected by other natural occurrences.
GRAIN LOSS _ from 0 to 50% of the harvest of a given year may be lost
to rats. Only the harvest (not existing grain in storage) is susceptible
to attack.
OVERFEEDING - a food surplus occurs when more grain is alloted for food
than the minimal requirement. There is about a 50% probability of
gaining one person for each 20 bushels over the minimum.
.
UNDERFEEDING - The ruler may starve off 2 persons per year WIthout
ill effect. Each starvation over 2 increases the probability of food
riots by 5% each. A food riot may result in a loss of up to 50% of
the grain in storage.
The following are purely random factors: (the probability of the event's
occurrence in any given year is given in parenthesis):
PLAGUE - (10%) - may reduce population up to 80%.
THEFT _ (10%) - may reduce grain storage by up to 10%.
EARTHQUAKE - (10%) - may reduce acreage by up to 15%.
ATTACK BY HUNS _ (10%) - may reduce population up to 40%, storage
up to 10% and land up to 2%.
RAIN _ ( 15%) - increases harvest to 7,8 or 9 bushels/acre.
DROUGHT - (15%) - decreases harvest to 1 or 2 bushels/acre.
GRAIN SHIPMENT - (15%) - increases grain storage - depends on the
size of the kingdom (acres of la~d).
.
BORDER EXPANSION - (15%) - Increases population and land depends on present population of kingdom.
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each of which could be made on the basis
of some combination of input parame·
ters. We decided which parameters to
consider and how to combine them on
the basis of our own personal experience
with KINGDOM as well as tJle experience
of other players. For example, most players agreed that the best time to seU land
is when the trading price of land is rugh.
Therefore. when deciding whether or
not to sell land (a yes-no decision), one
of the values to consider is the current
price of land - some players might follow
a strategy of selling of land whenever the
price of land is above 6, etc. This was a
factor which defined one small segment
To simulate human decision processes, of the overall strategy of the player, and
we used a commonly accepted computer was called a decision parameter. Decision
modeling technique in whlch the total parameters entered into PLAYER at the
decision process was broken down into beginning of a game governed the flow of
a series of individual yes·no decisions, yes.no decisions made by PLAYER

ions on these parameters. Also, like the
human player, the PLAYER program
would know the rules of the game and
would restrict its play so as not to vio·
late them. Having now defmed the inputs
and outputs for the PLAYER program,
the only thing that remained was to
define the process by which the program
itself would simulate the 'decison process' of a human player. This, of course,
required us to know just how the typical
human KINGDOM player made these
decisions, and was, perhaps, the most
difficult phase of the entire RAMSES
project.

1
throughout the course of the game, thereby enabling PLAYER to make most
major decisions on the bas.is of the
strategy it had been given.
Generally, decisions were not so well
defrned, however. Using the same ex·
ample, a player's strategy might have
read: 'Always sell land if the price is
above 5 bushels per acre or if there is not
enough grain in storage to feed all of the
present population; but do not sell land
at any price if there are too many people
and some of them will deliberately have
to starve this year.' Such a strategy
obviously involves the examination of a
number of parameters (storage. price,
population, etc.) before the decision can
be made, and the way in which each of
these factors affects the decision has to
be defined by yet another decision
parameter.
Of course, making these yes·no decisions
did not yield the numeric values which
were to be generated by the PLAYER
program. Once a decision is made to seU
land, fo r example, the exact number of
acres of land to be sold must be comput.
ed. Once again, this is a function of the
current resources and the strategy being
used by the player. A human player may
say, ' If I am to sell land, seU all of my
land if the price is above 8 bushels per
acre, sell one·half of my land if the
price is above 5 bushels per acre, but
always save at least 25 acres in reserve
or one acre for each person in the king·
dom - whichever is greater.' Once again,
this strategy involves a number
of game values (land value, population,
etc.) and may even include the making
of another decision. In each case, the
response value of the PLAYER program
for the number of acres sold (correspon·
ding to the response typed in to the
KINGDOM program by a human player)
was generated by a mathematical fonn ula
which included all of these factors in
a manner consistent with the st rategy
being used. The defrning factors in this
formula which generated the response
value were called response parameters,
which, like the decision parameters,
were entered into PLAYER prior to the
start of the game and governed the actions of PLAYER throughout the game.
As we added more and more decision and
response parameters to PLAYER, it
became increasingly difficult to keep
track of these parameters and to follow
SEPT·OCT
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the logical flow of the program. The task
would have been totally impossible if
we had nol first laid out the program
in the ronn of a gigantic flowchart, in
which each decision, operation, and mue
was marked , and the now of logic from
one segment of the program to the next
designated by a series of lines and arrows
which, as time progressed , came to resem-

ble either a large plate of spaghetti or
a map of the New York subway system.
This flowchart included not only the
logic flow along with decisions and computations within the program, but also
the variable names and copious notes.

As PLAYER was gradually developed and
tested, other problems became apparent
in terms of the decision modeling-process. First of all, when a human player

All of this process of programming, testing, adding, deleting, and changing elements of the PLAYER program filled our
time schedules for most of a summer.
Ouring this time, we generated a stack of
computer printout which could easily
rival the Tower of Babel in altitude. We
also found, perhaps, more ways to lose a
game of KINGOOM than one could imagine was possible, and we became increasingly more respectful of that mysterious structure of the human mind which
enabled a typical ten-year-old KING.
DOM player to compute the decisions
which our computer made only with
the greatest of difficulty. Towards
the end of the summer, PLAYER was
finally perfected and went into full
operation for the first time. There were

plays KINGDOM, resource values will
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With PLAYER in working order, it was
possible for RAMSES to play one game
of KINGDOM every 5 - 10 seconds,
giving our 7040 a 'testing rate' of about
500 games per hour on the average. Of
course, strategies which lost games in
short times ran much faster, and some
strategies designed to produce long
reigns would run considerably longer.
Once we had computed all of the parameters which defmed a given strategy, we
would feed them into the computer, and
effectively tell the computer to 'go play
a few hundred games and tell us how
this strategy works out.'
PLAYING KINGDOM
AUTOMATICALLY

change as decisions are made; for example, if land is to be sold this 'year:
there will be less land to plant when the
'How much to plant?' question arises
later. The human player would see this
information
as transactions occur
PLAYER, however, had to compute fou;
response values at one lime. Therefore ,
it was necessary to provide PLAYER with
tJle capability of computing the results
of its decisions; in effect, PLAYER had
to forsee the results of its actions just as
a human player could.
Also , some decisions made within the
PLAYER program occasionally became
factors in other later decisions. For
example, if land was sold at a low price in
order to provide food for the populace
(say, to prevent starvation), PLAYER
had to consider this when it came time to
decide on buying land. In such a case,
PLAYER could not buy land at the low
price even though the strategy lTlay normally have called for it to do so. 11lere.
fore, PLAYER had to be provided with a
number of special internal indicators o r
'flags' which were set under such special
circumstances, and were tested later in
the program to see if such an event had
taken place. The portion of tJle program
doing the testing had no way of knowing
how the program arrived at this point.
As there were so many complex paths to
the program flow within PLAYER,
such flags were essential in order for one
part of PLAYER to keep track of what
other parts were doing (the equivalent,
perhaps, of a human player making notes
to himself in order to remember the reasons behind particular decisions).

occasionally prove very effective over
the long run.

It was at this point in time that another
phase of the RAMSES project came into
existence : as long as RAMSES was playing all of these games for us, we might as
well have the computer analyze the results
also, thereby saving ourselves the trouble
of doing this manually. It would also sig.
nificantly reduce the volume of printout
produced by RAMSES.

no less than 50 decision and response
parameters which allowed us to defme
we believed, any Sort of KINGDOM
strategy possible.
Still, not trusting the security of this
incredibly complex program, we inserted
a series o f checks into the KINGDOM
portion of the program which, in the
case of an illegal move on the part of
PLAYER , would immediately halt the
entire program and print ou t a complete
description of what had happened, along
with all of the internal parameters, values,
flag settings, and so forth, in order to
trace down the fault and correct it.
As time went on , we advanced from one
error of this sort per day to one every
other day, then one per week, then none
at all.
The development of PLAYER proved to
be invaluable in testing KINGDOM strategies given us by various human players
and showed that a number of seemingly
good strategies were actually poor performers in the long run. likewise, what
appeared to be a poor strategy would

Thus, the MASTER program was born.
The MASTER segment of RAMSES was
made responsible for keeping track of
game parameters, controlling the flow
of information between KINGDOM and
PLAYER, and most importantly, reducing the great volume of raw data produced
by each series of games to a set of meaningful results. Test runs beame standardized; each set of 100 games of KINGDOM
was designated as a Dynasty, and MASTER
would record and compute the statistics
of each Dynasty such as the shortest win
within the 100 ganles played, the longest
winning reign, and various other statistics.
This was a definite improvement; what
had been a six -inch stack of printout was
now reduced to ten or twelve pages,
with most (and eventually all) of the
analysis being done by the computer
rather than by us poor, overworked
human beings. Later, we extended this
approach, defining a new time span of
an Era to be equivalent to 10 Dynasties,
or 1000 games of KINGDOM. By feeding
in a set of strategic parameters for 10
Dynasties, each slightly different from
the last, the computer could then observe

what sort of change in performance
took place as tJle strategy changed, and
likewise analyze this data and reduce it
to even more meaningful results. With
this capability, it was possible to move
one step closer to our goal of finding the
'ultimate strategy' for playing KINGDOM, as we could analyze not only a
single strategy, but also examine a set
of strategies which were closely related
and choose the one which was best. In
other words, we had a way by which to
compute tJle direction in which to change
our strategy to improve overall play of
the game. Equally important, an average day's run of Eras now resulted in
a much reduced pile of printout ..
We spent about a month trying various
strategies, modifying those that looked
promising in the hopes they would lead
us to the 'ultimate answer,' but alas,
no 'ultimate answer' was forthcoming.
It soon became obvious that there were
so many variations of each strategy, that
it would take us almost forever to trace
down and evaluate each one in order to
discover the true 'best' strategy - not to
mention that we were searching not for
one, but a complete set of 'best' strategies to cover a number of goals (fastest
possible win, greatest number of wins,
etc.). Once again, it occurred to us that
perhaps the power of the computer
could be used to do this for us, and this
led eventuaUy to the third , and final,
phase of the RM1SES project.
LET YOUR COMPUTER DO
THE SEARCHING
Before we begin a discussion of this third
phase, it should be noted that most of
this work is still in tlle planning Slages;
comparatively little has actually been
implemented and tested using the compu ter. However, the little that actually
was accomplished, plus the ideas devised
for future work, warrant mentioning as
part of the RAMSES project description.
The function of the third phase of the
RAMSES project was, in essence, to develop a program which would not only
play KINGOOM by a given strategy and
evaluate that strategy, but would also be
capable of modifying that strategy in an
attempt to improve its play , and finally
arrive at what would be the ultimate
'best strategy' for playing KINGDOM.
In effect, the computer would ' learn'
the game by trial and error, by testing

various strategies and choosing the one
most effective in obtaining a defmed goal.
At first glance, this seemed to be relatively simple process to program into the
machine. In PLAYER we already had a
program to play the game of KiNGDOM
according to a given strategy, and in
MASTER there existed a program to analyze the performance of the strategy being used. All that remained, therefore,
was to write a program which changed
strategy as Ule play proceeded and, as
different strategies were tried, chose the
best of the lot as the 'ultimate stategy.'
Unfortunately, it was not nearly as simple
as it first appeared to be. To defme a
given strategy, as you recall, required the
setting of over SO decision and response
parameters, each of which could assume

on the order of 10 different values
(and some parameters would vary even
more). This meant that, within the reahn
of the PLAYER program, there were on
the order of ten-/o-the-fiftietli possible
slTategies, each of which would require
tlle playing of at least a complete Dyn·
asty (100 games) to evaluate. We computed the amount of time it would have
taken our computer to play this many
games: ten -to- the -fifty -second seconds,
or on the order of 1.5 times tell-to-theforty-fifth years of computer time! Obviously, another approach was called for.
Although we were not aware of it at the
time we were doing this work, there is
an entire field of mathematics which
applies to such problems; this field is
referred to most commonly as 'optimization theory.' This branch of mathematics deals witJI techniques of fmding
solutions to problems with a large nwnber of possible solutions, and selecting
from that number (by one means or
another) the 'best' (or 'optimum') solution. Our first approach was, in the term·
inology of optimizat ion theorists, an

'exhaustive search' approach, examining
each possible solution and selecting the
At first glance, this seemed to be a rela·
tively simple process to program into the
however, as was proven above, it is not
very practical (even through the use of
high-speed computers) for big problems
with many variables. There are other
mathematical techniques for handling
these types of problems; however, since
we were not aware of them at the time,
we proceeded to 'invent' our own.
What we did, in effect, was to return to
the tactic of simulating tJle human player.
As a human being plays the game, we
noted that he not only modifies his
strategy, but that he learns from experiellce. That is, if a certain change in
strategy improves his play, he will continue to modify his strategy in that direction in the hopes of obtaining further
improvement. On the other hand, if a
modification in strategy makes for poorer overall play, the player abandons any
further modification in that direction
and proceeds to try new strategies in
another direction.
From this observation, we formulated
what we teoned the 'up the hill' method of changing strategies. This seemingly odd name was derived froIll the
example we used to demonstrate the
method, which was as follows: suppose
we imagine an area of land , a 'terrain'
so to speak, which is not flat but is
rather covered by hills and valleys. Each
point in this terrain represents one particular KINGDOM strategy, and the elevation of the terrain shows the effectiveness
of that strategy. TIle co-ordinates of that
point, mathematically speaking, would be
defined by the set of SO or so parameters
which define the strategy. From each
point it is possible to move in any of SO
different directions (signifying a change
in strategy) which could have one of
three possible results: we could go higher (improving the play),lower (degrading
the play) or we could remain at the same
altitude (no change). Our goal is to make
our way to the highest peak in the landscape, at which point the 'best' strategy
exists.
We are blindfolded, so we cannot simply
look around, climb the nearest hill and
arrive at the top. Rather, we do the next
best thing - we 'feel around' to determine which directions lead upward, pick
the steepest path, and follow that path as
SEPT·OCT
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long as it leads upward. When we have
climbed as high as is possible along that
path, we search for another direction
which leads upward and follow chat

path. etc. If we can find no direction
which leads further upward, we must be
at the peak of a hill, which indicates
at least some 'highest point' has been
found (but not necessarily 'he highest
point in the land). We note the coordinates, choose another starting point, and
go searching again. Providing our starting
points are far enough apart, we will even·
tually find all of the 'local high points,'
and from them, select the highest as the
'ultimate answer.'
This is essentially the means by which we
had hoped to design the RAMSES pro-

The few results obtained from the work
completed were at least interesting, if
not totally conclusive. Tests showed some
parameters affected the play of the game
greatly; these were generally parameters
which controlled the population of the
kingdom (which was to be expected,
since population is the critical parameter
in KINGDOM). Other parameters had little
or no effect on most strategies; for exam·
pie, the percentage of land planted in a
given year would often prove to have no
long. range effect on the course of the
game. The computer, like many human
players, indicated that the population
initially assigned at the beginning of the
game was too large, and further indicated
that deliberate reduction of population
was necessary, at least somewhat to

gram to solve the game of KINGDOM. We
would program it to start at some defined
slratcgy, and it would play through a
Dynasty or two using PLA VER, then
evaluate the performance of this strategy
through MASTER. It would then, in
turn, change each of the strategy para·
meters a small amount, play more Dynas·
ties, and evaluate each new strategy for
effectiveness. Then, the computer would
select the parameter whose change was
responsible for the greatest improvement
in perfomJance, and continue to change
that parameter in the chosen direction
until no further improvement was detect·
ed in play. At this time, the computer
would once again 'feel around' for another upward path, and follow it to im·
prove play even more. This process would
occur over and over, 'tuning' each para·
meter in tum, always improving play,
until the 'swnmit' was reached. At this
point, the parameter would be recorded,
along with the overall evaluation of play
with this strategy, and the entire process
wouJd slart again from a flew slarling
point.
AU of this involves a great deal of rather
complex programming, and for the most
part , is still in the development phase.
There is also the problem of selecting
starting points; for this, we would use
either randomly selected values, or per·
haps we would start the program with 3
strategy first developed by human players
and have the computer try to 'improve
on it.' Such a process would still involve
the use of much computer time, and the
playing of many Dynasties and Eras,
but would require enormously Jess time
than trying to evaluate every possible
strategy available.
14
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assure a winning
was a
deliberate 'fix' in
program,
it would have been rather surprising if
strategies ignoring the 'fix' were success·
ful; however, one never knows.)
During this time of testing and development , we became aware of a number of
new items previously never considered.
There were some factors in human play
which had never been included in PLAYER, and which perhaps, could never
be included in a computer program. A
human player uses 'intuition' in playing
the game, and would often 'play the odds'
in hoping that rain would come or a grain
shipment would arrive in the kingdom.
Perhaps the computer could be programmed to keep count of such random occur·
rences and 'play the odds' by attempting
to predict them as the hunlan player does,
but is this really Ute same thing?
Also, a human player does not always
play by a fixed strategy as the game progresses, but may vary his mode of play
as time goes on. It is known, for example,
that in the beginning of a game of KING·
DOM, planting and harvesting is a major

source of income, but as the game progreso
ses and wealth builds up, the harvest be·
comes a relatively unimportant factor.
Would it be possible to develop a comput·
er program to play by such a dynamic
strategy? We think it may be poSSible,
by including time as an elemen t in Ihe
strategy parameters, but as of yet we
have not developed a program to do so.
It was not until two years after the start
of the RAMSES project that we discov·
ered our 'up·the·hill' technique already
existed. This technique is commonly
known to optimization theorists as a
'gradient search' method, involving the
use of complex mathematics (rather than
'feeling around') to determine the direc·
lion of steepest ascent and the distance
to travel. There was,we discovered, even
a complete field of optimization theory
designated as 'stochastic programming'
which is used to analyze problems dealing
in uncertainties and random events such
as those which occur in the game of
KINGDOM. Such fonns of analysis may
even make unnecessary the playing of
large numbers of games to 'even out'
random factors, bOi instead include them
as part of the mathematical calculations.

We do not feel, however, that OUf e fforts
on the RAMSES project were wasted,
even though there is probably a mathema·
tical method somewhere which could
possibly find the optimal 'best' strategy
for us. On the contrary, we feel we learned
much from this project, and we are learning even more now as the project con·
tinues to this day. Perhaps someday we
will investigate the totally mathematical
approach; however, for now, we will
continue to tinker with RAMSES and
KINGDOM as time permits, and perhaps
someday RAMSES will discover the
strategy which gives the player the
fastest, the slowest, or the most certain
win. Until that time, however, we have
piles and piles of printout to scratch
notes on the back of, the world's record
in number of games of KINGDOM played
by a single group, and we still can sit
down at the computer terminal and rule
the world whenever that mysterious urge
passes over us. It is perhaps comfort ing to
know that, despite all our efforts to solve
this game programmatically, KINGDOM
remains as one of the few endeavours
in which a human being can outperform
a computer, even if it is in the pursuit
of such a trivial goal as ruling the entire
world.
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PET

A Sophisticated Guide to PEEKing and POKEing Around

The designers of the PET's BASIC solved
both problems by using bi t 7 of FI as the
sign bit. Thai bit is 0 if the number is
positive, and 1 if negative, and the 1
which should always begin Fl is implied.
(Knuth suggests exactly this trick in exercise 2, section 4.2.1 of his book.)
So, what will you see if you PEEK into a
region of the PET's memory containing
3'01 You'll find the sequence 130,64,0,
0, O. If 1f is stored there, you'll see 130,
73, 15, 28 1, 161, to give a less trivial ex·
ample.

-

BY MARK ZIMMERMANN

It's not hard to convert to and from this
PET fonnat. Program A takes E, Fl, F2,
F3 , F4, and makes N, the number that
they represent. Program B accepts N as
input and produces E, Fl, etc. The programs are written in PET BASIC, but
should be easy to adapt to any other
BASIC which keeps enough sign ificant
figures during calculations. On a PET itself, it is possible that accumulated
roundoff errors may change the least significant digit of N or F4, so beware. Note
the convention used to represent zero: a
stored set of 0, 0, 0, 0, O.

USR(X) is stored, To find that took me
quite a lot of peeking around! II turns
out that page zero, memory locations 176
through 181 is the place. Memory 176
contains E, 178 contains F2, 179 has F3,
and 180 has F4. In 177 is Fl, BUT the
sign bit has been ch3Jlged 10 a I. making
this a true binary.floating-point·excess128 number. The sign bit is bit 7 or memo
ory location 181.

Another fascinating feature of the PETs
BASIC is the USR(X) function, which
when called (as in ' 10 A=USR(B)') jumps
to a machine-language subroutine at an
address stored by the user in memory locations I and 2. If the contents of these
registers are called Rl and R2 respec·
tively , then the address jumped to is
256.R2 + RI . The machine-language program ends with a 'return from subroutine'
instruction to come back to running the
BASIC interpreter.
Commodore tells you that much, but
what they dOIl't tell you is where and
how the argument X of the function

To return a value different from the X
thaI went in to USR(X), the user's machine language program must put that
number int o registers 176 to 181 in the
fonnat desc ri bed.
Compared to floating poin t, 'in teger' vari·
abIes like X% and YZ% are stored in a
very Simple fonnat. The interpre ter allocates 5 bytes (plus 2 for the variable
name) as for the floating point number,
but only uses the first 2 of them. Call
them J\ and J2. JI represents a positive
number from 0 to 127 if its bit 7 is zero;
if bit 7 is one, J I is a negative number in
two's complement notation. (For exam·
ple ,- I = 11111111 ,-2= 11111110, ... ,
-128 = 10000000. This is the convention
used by the 6502 chip itself in calculating
branching addresses.) J:! is an ordinary
number from 0 to 255 in binary. The in-

.--z=s '
Mark Zimmennanll is a graduate studelll
at (A/tech, where he does work mainly on
stars Qnd gral'i/o/ion. Since February, he's

added an 8K PET 10 his list of interests.
- Phyllis Cole

If you're like 13m, and want to make full
use of the Commodore PET's machine
language abili ties, a few discoveries and
programming aids that I've put together
may help you. Users of ot her 6502-based
systems should also find a lo t of this infomlation v31uable, as should anyone
blessed with a BASIC interpreter from
Microsoft. I have not seen any of this infonnation published elsewhere; I found it
by peeking, poking and mapping various
pages of memory to the screen.

Consider a floating point binary number,
fo r example, 310 = 112 = 22 X 0.11 2 ,
Note that we have 'normalized' the float·
ing point representation by factoring out
powers of 2 (that is, moving the radix
point·) to get a number with all zeroes to
to the left of the pOint , and a one imme·
diately to the right.
The 'exponent' for this number is the
power of two that appears-namely 2.
The 'fraction' part is 0. 11 000 ....

'Base 2' means that we work in binary,
First , the PET's number system: base 2, 'Excess 128' means that to avoid storing
excess 128, floating point numbers with negative exponents, we add 128 to the
32 (binary) digits. Donald Knuth in chap- power of two that USUally appears. '32
ter 4 of his monumental series The Art of digits' means that we store 4 bytes, each
Computer Programmillg gives an excellent of 8 bits, containing the fractional part of
discussion of floating point arithmetic, the number.
191978 by Mark Zimmennann
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·11'5 not a decimal pointll

q 'u .

4-;6=;:~

and the above description is in his tenni·
nology. What it means is simple.

-""- ~:s:=

~

Specifically, suppose that in memory we
store the exponent and the four fractional bytes in order, as E, F I , F2, F3, F4.
Then the number 3 '0 above would be represented by E:: 2 + 128::: 130 10 , FI ::
110000002 :: 192 ,0 , F2= F3= F4 =0.
The PET does this, with one clever modificatio n. You may have no ticed that by
our definition of nonnalization, the fractional part of every nonzero number has
a one immediately to the right of the
radix point. So, the 'I 28's digit,' bit 7, of
F I is always 1 unless the number repre·
sented is O. That's a pretty inefficient use
of the bit.
You may also have noticed that we forgot
indicate the sign of the number. What
if we want to represe nt a negative n umber
like -31
10

Program B

"II

;;:;

~

~

P~ ~

Program A
10
20
)0
40
50
60
65
)0
80
90

REM PET TO USUAL CONVERSION
REM COPYRIGHT 1978 MARK ZIMMERMANN
REM PERMISSION TO USE, NOT TO SELL
INPUT E,FI ,F2,F3,F4
S=I; REM SIGN OF N
IF FI >=128 THEN S=- I: f\ .. FI-128
'5=((((,4/256+'3)/256+'2)/256+")/256+.5)
N=2I(E-128)""5"
PR I NT N
END

10
20
)0
40
50
60
)0
80
90
100
110
120
1)0
140
150
160
1)0
180
190
200
210
220
2)0

REM USUAL TO PET NUMBER CONVERSION
REM COPYRIGHT 1978 MARK ZIMMERMANN
REM PERMISSION TO USE, NOT TO SELL
INPUT N
IF N=O THEN E=0;F i ~O;F2·0:F3=O:F~ = O:END
REM PET CONVENTION FOR ZERO
S=O:REM SIGN BIT OF F1
IF N<O THEN S=i :N =-N
£= 128
IF N>=I THEN E=E+I:N=N/2:GOTO 100
IF N<,S THEN E=E-I :N=Nf:2:GOTO 110
REM NO"" £ IS RIGHT [, N IS NORMAL! ZED
N=N-,S:REM CLEAR SIGN BIT
Fl=INT(N1:2S6)
N=2S6'~N-FI

F I =F 1+ 128-·~s; REM INSERT SIGN BIT
F2= INT (2%'~rI)

N=2S6'~N-F2

F3=INT(2S6"'N)
N=2S6":N-F3
'\=INT(256-"N)
PR INT E; FI:F2;f3:F4
END
SEPT-OCT
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._............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
tegcr represented by J I, 12 has value
256-J[+12. In a call to USR(X%). how-

some unknown reason, these tables never
seem to be published in such a usable for-

ever, the number is converted to the usual
true floating pein! binary, excess 128 for-

mal. The information in them is derived

form the excellent 'MCS6500 Microcomputer Family Programming Manual,' publisehd by MOS Technology. Inc. The

mat for bits 176·180, with sign still in
bit 7 of 181. So, inleger variables aren't

all that relevant to using USR(X).

mnemonics used in the tables are all
clearly defined and explained there (in
hexadeCimal, damn it!). I've only been
programming in machine language for a
couple of weeks, and the decimal op code
tables I laboriously compiled for myself
have been invaluable. Enjoy!

Finally. for a more mundane but tremen·
dously usefuJ programming aid, see Tables 1 and 2. They contain decimal op
codes and mnemonics, an absolute necessity for PET peekers and pokers. For

..................................................................................................................... _..............................................................................................................
Table 1:

105
ab,
109
a page 10 1
(Ind,X) 97
(Ind),Y 11 3
a p. ,x 117
abs,X
125
abs, Y
121

ADC imm

AN D i ITITl

ab,

a

page

(Ind,X)
(Ind),Y

a

p.

,x

abs,X
abs, Y
ASL abs
a page
accum

o p . ,X

abs,X

41
45
37
33
49
53
61
57

BVC r e 1

80

BVS re 1

112

CLC

24

CLO

216

CLI

88

CLV

184

CMP

6

BCC re 1

144

BCS re I

176

CPX

CPY

BEQ rei

BMI rei

48

BNE re I

208

BPL re 1

BRK
18

a page

192
204
196

abs
o page
o p . ,X
abs,X

206
198
214
222

imm

OEX

202

OEY

136

16

o

(Ind,X)
(Ind),Y

a

p. ,X
abs,X
abs, Y

EOR
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a
a

i lM!

ab,

73
77

LOX

LOY

69
65
81
85
93
89

LSR ab,
a page
accum

o p. ,X
abs ,X

NOP

237·
a page 229
(Ind,X) 225
(Ind),Y 241
a p. ,X 245
abs,X
253
abs, Y
249
ab,

78
70
74
86
94
234

238

ab,
page

230

p.

246

,x

abs,X

201 INX
205
197 INY
(Ind,X) 193
(Ind),Y 209 JMP
a p . ,x 213
abs,X
221
abs, Y
217 JSR
LOA
i mm
224
ab,
236
a page 228

240
44
36

page

254

ORA i mm
abs
0 page

200
ab,
i nd

76
108

32
Imm
169
ab,
173
a page 165
(Ind,X) 161
(Ind),Y 177
o p. ,X 18 1
abs,X
189
abs,Y
185
ab,

162
ab,
174
o page 166
abs, Y
190
a p., Y 182

PHA

72

PHP

8

PLA

104

PLP

40

ROL abs
a page
accum

a p. ,x
abs
ROR

imm

160

ab,

172

o
a

164
180 RTS
188

SEC

56

SEO

248

SE I

120

STA

141
133
(Ind,X) 129
(Ind),Y 145
a p. ,X 149
abs,X
157
abs,Y
153

abs
a page
accum
a p . ,X
abs ,X

RTI

SBC

,x

imm

46
38
42
54
62
110
102
106
118
126
64
96
233

ab,

a page

STX

imm

page
p . ,X
abs,X

9
13
5

(Ind,X)
1
(Ind), Y 17
o p. ,X 21
abs,X
29
abs, Y
25

232

i mm
aJs
a page

ab,

DEC
BIT abs
a page

a

INC

14
10
22
30

650X MNEMON I CS to DEC I MAL OP CODES conversion

STV

142
134
p . , Y 150

ab,

o
a

page

ab,

a
o

page
p . ,X

140
132
148

TAX

170

TAY

168

TSX

186

TXA

138

TXS

154

TVA

152

Tab l e 2: 650X DECIMAL OP CODES to MNEMONICS conversion

o

BRK
1 ORA (Ind , X)

2
3
4
5
6

ORA 0 page
ASL a page

7
8 PHP
9 ORA Imm

10 AS L accum
11
12
13 ORA abs
14 AS L abs
15
16 BP L rei
17 ORA (Ind),Y
18
19
20
21 ORA 0 p . ,X
22 ASL 0 p. ,X
23
24 CLC
25 ORA abs,Y
26
27
28
29 ORA abs,X
30 AS L abs ,x
31
32 JSR abs
33 ANO (Ind,X)
34
35
36 BIT 0 page
37 ANO 0 page
38 ROL 0 page
39
40 PLP
41 ANO 10m
42 RO L accum
43
44 BIT ab,
45 ANO ab,
46 RO L abs
47
48 BMI re I
49 ANO ( Ind),Y
50

51
52
53 ANDOp.,X
·54 ROL 0 p. ,X
55
56 SEC
57 AND abs,Y
58
59
60
61 AND abs ,X
62 ROL abs,X
63
64 RTI
65 EOR (Ind,X)
66
67
68
69 EaR a page
70 LSR a page
71
72 PHA
73 EOR il1'l'll
74 LSR accum
75
76 JMP abs
77 EaR abs
78 LSR abs
79
80 BVC re I
81 EOR ( Ind),Y
82
83
84
85 EOROp.,X
86 LSROp . ,X
87
88 CLI
89 EaR abs, Y
90
91
92
93 EaR abs , X
94 LSR abs,X
95
96 RTS
97 AOC (Ind,X)
98

99

100
101

ADC

a page

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
11 1
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

a

204
205
206
PLA
207
AOC ilMl
208
STA abs,X
ROR accum
209
2]0
JMP ind
211
LOY invn
AOC abs
LOA (Ind,X) 212
ROR abs
LOX imm
213
214
BVS rei
215
AOC (Ind),Y
LOY a page
2]6
LOA 0 page
217
LOX a page
218
219
TAY
AOC a p. ,X
220
LOA imm
ROROp . ,X
221
TAX
222
SE I
223
AOC abs,Y
172 LOY abs
224
173 LOA abs
225
174 LOX abs
226
175
227
176 BCS rei
AOC abs,X
ROR abs,X
177 LOA (Ind),Y 228
229
178
230
179
STA (Ind,X) 180 LOY a p. ,x 231
181 LOAOp.,X 232
182 LOX a p., Y 233
234
183
STY a page
184 CLV
235
STA a page
236
185 LOA abs,Y
STX a page
186 TSX
237
238
187
OEY
239
188 LOY abs,X
240
TXA
189 LOA abs,X
241
190 LOX abs,Y
242
STY abs
191
243
STA abs
192 CPY ilTlTl
STX abs
193 CMP ( i nd,X) 244
245
194
246
BCC re i
195
STA (Ind),Y 196 CPY a page 247
197 CMP 0 page 248
198 DEC 0 page 249
STY a p. ,X
250
199
STA 0 p. ,X
200 I NY
251
STXOp . ,Y
201 CMP imm
252
202 OEX
253
203
254
TVA
255
ROR

page

153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

STA abs,Y

TXS

CPY abs
CMP abs
DEC abs
BNE re I

CMP (Ind),Y

CMP 0 p . ,x
OEC 0 p.,X

CLO
CMP abs,Y

CMP abs,X
DEC abs,X
CPX imm

SBC (Ind,X)
CPX a page
SBe 0 page
INC 0 page

INX
SBC imm

NOP
CPX abs
SBC abs
INC abs
SEQ rei

SBC (Ind),Y

SBCOp.,X
INC a p. ,X

SEO
SBC abs,Y

SSC abs,X
INC abs.X

o
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Levels

Characteristics

LEVEL IV:

Basic Research on the Person·Compuler Interaction
Development of New Personal and Public Uses of Computers
Commul)ity Program Library and Data Bank
Publicly Accessible Showcase for Newest Technology
Development and Dissemination of Educational Computer
Programs, Resource lor Personal & Home Computing Needs

Ideal
Public Access
Computing
Center

_

LEVEL III:
Active
Community
Computer
Education

LEVEL II:

Computers and Science Museums:
A Public Access Model
BY BOB KAHN
PART II

To achieve fully the goal o[pub/ic computer literacy, we must

go beyond books, magazines and films about computen;
people must have hallds-on access

l.:J

computers in a personal

comext, How call such public access be mode available?
Where, besides computer [airs and stores, can people go to
lean! about and play with computers? One answer: Q number
of science museums or science· technology celltel'S all across
the coumry. This is tile second of Q t/tree-part seda/ized article
e.xploring the ways in wliich these centers are making comuters accessible ond understandable to the general public. An
earlier version of tllis article was published in IEEE Computer
Magazine, April 1977. We are grateful to IEEE for granting
itS pennission to reprint sections of the original article and,
in particular, the figures and tables. -BK
In the first part of this article, which appeared in the last issue
of People's Computers, I discussed the Ground Level and Level
I of the ladder·like model shown in Figure I. This model des·
cri bes the involvement of many science· technology centers in
making computers accessible and understandable to the public.
In Part I, I noted that the Ground Level, in which a muse um
acquires computing power to meet its in fonnation and data
processing need, does not necessa rily represent public access
to computers, bUI that an institution using computers for this
purpose can potentially begin to explore ways to make computing available to the public.
8ased on material originallv appearing in 'Public Access to Per$onal
Computing: A New Role for &:ience Museum§' from COMPUTER
Magazine, April, 1977, Reprinted with permission of IEEE.
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Examples

At level I computers are available to special groups-usually
children-but access is restricted: either a very few special
children learn a great deal about computers or a great many
children have a very brief introduction, often with n o avenue
for follow -up. The model places more value on programs that
encourage follow-up opportunities so that once people have
become more interested in compute rs, they will have an
opportunity to Jearn more about them and they will have a
place where they can go to use them. Also, the model is based
on access for the general public which includes adults as well
as children, and a broad spectrum of people rather than se·
lected groups.
In Pari II of this article, I now describe Level II of the model
which shows a definite step upward in regard to both of these
points . Indeed, Level II represents a realistic goal towards
which a large number of science· technology centers are cur·
rently striving.
LEVEL II : GENERAL PUBLIC ACCESS
Public Fascination and Museum Commitment: A scenario. On
any given weekend, one may walk into any of the institutions
listed in Levels II and III of Figure 1 and observe roughly
the same phenomenon: There will always be a group of involved, happy, energetic children and some adults huddled
around the computer terminal(s) . .. usually playing games.
(This is assuming that the terminal and/or the computer is up
and running; if it is not, change the scenario to read'
the re will always be a group of children pounding on the
terminal(s), writing notes to the suggestion box or complain.

General Public
Access

Community Computer Educalion Resource and
Time·Sharing Service
Range of Classes for Children & Adults
ManyTermlnals Located in Exhibit Area &
Computer Terminal Rooms (Pay by the Hour)
Use Library Programs or Write Own Programs
Educational Computing Resource Center
Applications Programs Written & Distributed
On·Site Computer & Computer Specialist
1 or More Interactive Terminals in Exhibit
Area with Repertory 01 Programs, Games,
Information, etc.
A Programming Class for Local Kids

LEVELl:
Special Public
Access

GROUND LEVEL:
Potential Public
Access

School Field Trips andlorSpecial
Classes, Workshops & Demonstrations
lor School Children, ages 6-18
One or More Computerized Exhibits
Special Kids In the Basement
Research, Data Processing.
Cataloging and Recordkeeping, Visitor Scheduling,
and Controlling
Equipment

Lawrence
Hall of
Science

The Boston Children's Museum
Oregon Museum of Science & Ind.
Boston Museum of Science
Maryland Academy of Sciences
Ontario Science Centre
Pacific Science Center

Franklin Institute Science
Museum & Planetarium
California Museum of Science & Ind.
Chicago Museum of Science & Ind.
Fernbank Science Center

A Majority of Science·Technology
Centers and Museums

Figure 1. A model 01 public access to computers through science·technology centers and museums.

ing to the management, and even a few who turn around and
walk back Ollt the front door, mumbling something about returning when the computer is up and running.')
Furthermore, while most exhibits in a science center are doing
well 10 keep a visitor's attention for more than a minute or
two (a few minutes ill the case of live animals or manipula·
tive puzzJcs), the co;-nputer generally must be programmed to
encourage people to let others have a turn after five minutes
or so, since visitors have been observed to 'Spend 15-20 min·
utes or more playing games at computer terminals. And, while
people tend to browse through cxhibits and skim over or even
ignore printed text (particularly if there is much of it), most
computer tenninals in museum exhibits communicate exclusively through text printed on CRT's or various typewriterlike temlinals. and it would gencrally be correct to conclude
that a museum visitor who is spending IS minutes or more at
a terminal must be reading - at least some of the time.
This scenario raises several interesting questions (as yet unanswered) regarding what peoplc learn from playing games with

computer terminals. It also points out an important fact namely, that people are fascinated by the power of interactive computing, particularly when it is presented in an in·
formal, non-threatening, playful environment. Here , then,
is evidence that the modern science-teclmology center is,
indeed, an ideal institution for providing public access to
computers, and in fact, that the computer potentially may be
one of the most powerful educational tools in that instituHon.
The realization of this fact and an institution's commitment to
fi nding ways to put the power of computillg in the hands of
the public - to make computing accessible, understandable,
and personal- truly distinguishes institutions at Levels II
and III of our model from those at Level l. The Boston Children's Museum provides a good example of such realization and
commitment. In a 1972 proposal to the National Science
Foundation entitled 'De mystifying Computers,' BiU Mayhew 9 ,
coordinator of the museum's computer center, summarized
the goals of his proposed projcct as follows:
'As technology grows in scale and capability, it is the responsibility of society to control it. To facilitate thai control, each of us must learn how to deal with technology
SEPT ·OCT
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,
sensibly , based on facts and not on misconceptions. One of
the best ways for people to learn about things is to use
them in a way that provides maximum flexibility in a creative atmosphere. In the case of computers, this means
placing a variety of computing resources in the hands of
the public, along with new and exciting ways to use them.'
(p. i)
There are two main ways in which science centers and museums (including the Boston Children's Museum) have implemented Mayhew's goal: 1) by placing computer terminals and/
or computer- controlled devices in public exhibit areas and
2) by offering computer classes to the public.
Computer Games for the Public. The most common approach
currently used to give the public a hands-on introduction to
computers is to place one or more interactive terminals in an
exhibit area. Visitors are then challenged , implicity or explicitly, to match wits with the computer by sitting at the tenninal and playing a game of one sort or another. There are several
generic categories of games which provide a repertory of programs popular with the public. While actual program names
and implementations vary from one institution to another,
one may expect to find some version of this standard repertory at any of these institutions. * These generic categories
of programs are listed in Table I and examples of output from
two such programs are shown in Figures 2a and 2b - compilations of computer games have recently been published and
are listed in the bibliography I , l l .

I) a menu (i.e., a selection of programs from which to
choose)
2) record keeping (e.g., how long which games were played
and survey data such as age and sex of the players)
3) time keeping (i.e ., insuring turn·around or turn-taking
at the terminals)
4) 'public-proofrng' of programs (Le., parsing visitor input
so as to recognize and effe ctively respond to (or ignore)
null, extraneous, incomprehensible , random or obscene
input)
5) 'escape-proofing' of programs (i.e., programmatically
disabling the Escape or Break keys used to abort program
runs. This function may also be accomplished through
hardware modifications.
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Figure 2a. Computing is a flWTlilv a::tivity at Lawrence Hall
of Science.
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SOME POPULAR EXAMPLES

GAMBLINGGAMES AND GAMES OF CHANCE
· BLACKJACK. CRAPS. ROULmE, CUPS
NU MBER GUESSING GAMES.
GUESS. STARS. TRAP
WORD GAMES.
· WORDS. PASSWORD. HANGMAN
23·MATCHES, SIMNIM, CHOMP
NIM·lIKE GAMES
....... TIC·TAC·TOE. GOMOKU, OU BIC
STRATEGY BOARD GAMES.
WU Mf'U S. HURKLE. BATTLESHIP
HUNTING/ COORDINATE SYSTEM GAMES
IN&OUT. BAGELS. REVERSE
RULE GAMES AND GAMES OF LOGIC.
ELIZA. QUERY. MATHORILL
CONVERSATION AL & INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM S.
ANIMALS. ENCYCLOPEDI A, HEX-A-PAWN
ARTIFICIAL INTElliGENCE; PROGRAM S THAT LEARN
. . STARTREK. SPACEWAR. STAR·TRA OER
INTERGALACTIC WARANDTRADINGGAMES
· STOCKS. KING. GENE I. POLICY. HOME
ECONOMIC . SCIENTIFIC. AND SOCIAL SIMULAT IONS
FOOTBALL. RACETRACK. LUNAR-LANDER
SPORTING GAMES AND OTHERSI MULATIONS.
. . SNOOPY (et al.). AMAZE. POSTER
TELETYPEWRITER PICTURES AND PATTERNS.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL. ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD, DATE. AND. .
INFO. NEWS. BIRTHOATE
CALE NDAR PROGRAMS
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CA TE GORJES OF COMPUTER GAMES AND PROGRAMS

'A further analysis and discussion of computer games and their social
and educational ramifications is beyond the scope of this article. The
interested reader is referred to a 1973 a rticle thtt appeared in Info·
systems entitled 'Computer Games People Play' and an article by
Dan iel l. Goldwater, Education Director of the Franklin Institute,
entitled 'Games Peopl e Play - On Computers" which discusses
th e use of compute r games in the Franklin Institute's exhibit area.
Finallv. Steward Brand's 1972 Rofling Stone article (also reprinted in
II Cybernetic Frontiers) e ntitled 'Spacewar'2 giv8$ a good overview
of current effo rts t owards and implications of bringing computen to
th e people.
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Table 1. Categories and examples of Interactive computer games and programs.

In most science centers, a few games and programs such as
those shown in Figure 2 (Table I), are linked to a monitor
program. This monitor program usually provides any or all
of the following features:

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

,,",AT IS

A series of articles on the Honeywell Computer Exhibit at
the Boston Museum of Science l2 gives a good example of
such a monitor program and also provides a multi-faceted
view of that exhibit.
Computer-ControUed Devices for the Public. In addition to
having public terminals, the Boston Children's Museum,OMSI,
LHS, and other institutions have experimented over the years
with exhibits that make various computer- controlled devices
accessible to the public. Common examples include voice synthesizers, tone generators, graphics terminals and plotters, and
electro-mechanical ' tunics.'

-
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Exhibits using voice synthesizers have allowed visitors to
teach the computer to 'speak' by putting together various
combinations of English phonemes. The Ontario Science
Center in Toronto has two such exhibit units. As a more
ambitious example , Rusty Whitney, former Director ofOMSl's
computer center, has explored the idea of combining a voice
synthesizer with a version of Joseph Weizenbaum's ELIZA
program (computer- Simulated Rogerian psychotherapist)
and a vocabulary/ translator program developed at Bell Labs
so that OMSI visitors could almost literally carry on a 'conversalion' with ELIZA. (i say almost literally because the
development of voice recognition equipment and software
is a long way behind the current state of voice synthesis equip-

,~

Figure 2b. Computer terminal in a public exhibit at Lawrence
Hall of Science "learns" about animals.

ment; thus, the visitor would type his/her comments at a
terminal and ELIZA would talk back, as it were.) It should be
noted that such an exhibit would have to be designed with
great care to avoid mystifying rather than demystifying
computer power.
Similarly , Lawrence Hall of Science has an exhibit using a
computer-driven tone generator ; i.e., a simple electronic
device for producing tones of various frequencies under computer control. The tone box, as it is called, is connected
through a terminal in the exhibit. Using a suitable musical
notation (e.g., the keys ;C,O, E, F, G, A, 8' on the terminal
keyboard represent the notes DO, RE, MI, FA, SO, LA,
TI of the musical scale , the space bar produces a Rest, etc.), a
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!'O o • ~RBRA YOOR AN5W1:~ I$'~H~ "0 Nopns
"",INK OP AN .\.III ...... L.
"
I GUt~S IfIW~C, P~£AS& KELP ~ B IIITH ~ GOOO OIJ t STIOH .
. . ~ Y'lIJ .... I~U,... n , AN MI ~ ~L?YBS
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ARE YOU "'II " ll"C 0' ~N ANIUL?S""'P

visitor may compose a tune that the computer will store and
play back on command. There are also options for playback
with variations in tempo and pitch. LHS maintains a library
of tunes ' transcribed for computer tone box' by visitors and
'special kids.' These tunes nlay be requested by name at the
terminal. Popular tunes include Scott Joplin's 'TIle Entertainer,' a Bach Prelude, 'Fight for CAL,' the theme from Love
Story and many more.
Graphics is another excellent way to introduce the power of
computers to the pUblic. Several different types of graphics
devices have been used successfulJy in the museum environment. The least sophisticated and least expensive of these
is the cursor-addressable , character-generating CRT temlinal
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Table 2.
INSTITUTION

COURSE OFFEREO

ENROLLMENT INFORMATION

COURSE OESCRIPTION

TIwI Franklin Institute,
Philadelphia

Computer Programming

Gracles 8·10
6 Saturdays (9:30 to 11:30
plus laboratory time)
Mambers $32, Non·members $35

Workshop emphasizes computer language. Once familiar with
the APL terminal and language. students will understand how
computer performs rapid catculatlons and StOfIlS Information.
They will play computer games and practiCe writing and testing
their own programs.

Oregon Museum 01 Sclence
and Industry, PoI1land

Pascat l-Computer
Class for Beginners

Age 12 and up
6 Tuesdays (7 to 9 p.m.
plus one·hour computer use)
Enrollment limited to 12 students
Mambers $25, Non·members $28

Pascal computer IangLJal}!!. developed In Europe for educational
use, wll1 be taught to those who have some experience
In math or math puzzles and ablllly to solve 5x + 17 _ 3
!Of tile value of x. Students will use POP·11/45 computer
to test programs they have wrl1len

Pascal II-Intermediate
Computer Programming

6 Wednesdays (6:30 to
9:30 p.m.)
Mambers $30, Non·members $34

Continues Pascal I class. which Is a course prerequlsl1e

Pascal HI-Advanced
Computer Programming

6 Thursdays (6:30 to
9:30 p.m.)
Members $30. Non·Members $34

Continues PascalI! class. which Is a course prerequisite

california Museum 01
Science and Industry,
los Angeles

Computers

Grades 5·8
4 Saturdays
$15. plus $2 Lab Fee

Gather data on how the computer thinks. learn how to work
the apparatus, and write programs using Its special language.
Challenge the computer to games that test your wits.
Field trip to a computer research center Included in the
last session.

Fernbank Science Center,
Atlanla

Introduction to Computer
Programming

Four levels offered
Studtnt'a(lull, grades 7·12
Teacher tn·servlce
Elementary or High School
Family
5 evenings (7:3O to 9:30)
RegISltatlon Fee $6

Introducas studants to computer programming In APl and
gives them enough Information to write complete programs
lor problem SOlving. At end of course, student will be able
to continue with more advanced pl'ogrammlnog features on his
own initiatfo.re.

Lawrence Hall 01 Science,
Ei8rk8ley

Creative Play with ttle
Computer

Age 8'11, gradllS 3 to 6
8 alternoons (4to 5:30)
Enrollmenll1mlted to 16
Members $42, Non·members $50

Explore computer as an artistic, expressive, and recreational
medium. Learn to use teletypewriter and electronics graphics
plotter. Other actfo.rilles may include use 01 a computer'
controlled musical tone box. cathode ray tube terminal. and a
graphics display screen.

Beyond Creallve Play

Age to·13, grades 5 to 8
8 afternoons (4 to 5:30)
EnrOllment limited to 16
Members $42, Non'members $50

Students learn problem·sOlvlng techniqullS that prepare Ihem
for beginning programming. Compuler graphics and games
will be included. but activities are directed toward learning
how to write simple programs.

Computer Science
Seminar I

Age 13-adull, grades
8 to adult
8 alternoons (4 to 6)
Enrollment limited to 12
Members $42, Non·members $50

Explore advanced topics in compuler sCIence on an Inter·
active. small·group basis. Depending on experience of
participants. activities may Include machine organization.
advanced programming languages other Ihan Basic. and
writing programs for specUlc applications.

Pilot Your Own Computer

Age 10·16, grades 5 to 11
8 afternoons (4to 5:30)
Enrollment limited to 15
Members $42, Non'members $50

Computer Programming In

",.

Age 10'18, grades 5 to 12
8 allernoons (4 to 5:30)
Enrollment limited to 15
Mambers $42. Non·mambers $50

Learn to program In Pilot. a non·math computer program.
MaterialS and Inslructlonal guidanee help students to progress
altheir own pace. learning concepts that provide a good
foundation for programming In Basic and other computer
lanouages.
Class will be divkled Into small groups on basis of previous
experience. Individuat Instruction within groups. New topics
In Basic pl'ogrammlng will be Introduced and explored.
With guidance Of Instructor, studenlS will develop their own
computer programs.

Computer Explofation lor

8 evenings (7 to 9)
Enrollment limited to 12
Mambers $32. Non·mambers $40

Compul!!rized space war. Button bol(es give
players cootrol of thrun, o ri en tation and
torpedo fire.

Composing a tune on lawrence
computer·driven tone generator.

Halt's

Calendar program display$ the day of the week
for any date in BIG LETTERS at the Ontario
Science Center in Toronto.

A comput&l"·driven wrue.

on which it is possible to selectively change one part of the
screen while leaving the remaining display unaltered. Such
CRT's allow a game such as Hangman to be programmed so
that the 'man' does not roll off the screen and have to be
completely re·drawn each time a letter is incorrectly guessed.
Rather, anns, legs, trunk, etc.. are simply added with each
missed letter until ei ther the word has been guessed or the man
is complelely hanged.
Fully refreshable vector graphics CRT's or plasma displays with
graphic input capabilities would be most desirable in the muse·
urn environment since they provide a quantum leap in power
and fle xibility. Such devices have been out of the range of very
limited museum exhibit budgets, but cqntinuing advances and
declining prices in microcomputer technology are rapidly
changing this situation. One option currently available to
museums is the Tektronix storage tube graphics terminal, such
as those being used at OMS!. These terminals have the advan·
tage of being durable and low cost while providing both
character and vector graphics with an option for graphic input.
Another contender for the museum exhibit market is the
packaged micro computer system. Such machines as the
Commodore PETTM, Radio Shack TRS· 80™, Exidy Sorcer·
er™ and particularly the Apple IITM and Compucolor IITM
with color graphics would certainly provide a quantum leap in
capability from the status quo.
Another type of device that has been used effectively in some
science centers to introduce computers to young children is
24
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Computer cI..... offered al various science centers.

Seymour Papert's robot 'turtle'. (This use of the name lurtle
probably derives from the electro· mechanical tortoise built
by physiologist W. Grey Walter in the late 1940's to study
cybernetics.) To quote Scma Marks;}:
'A turtle is a computer·driven supertoy. It can move forward or backward and can rotate around its center. A pen
is attached to its cemer. and when the pen is down . the
turtle draws a line wherever it goes (p. 103).'
Turtles are commercially available, al though some museums
have built their own from Meccano sets or from spare parts.
The movement of a turtle lIlay also be simulated on a graphics
plotter or graphics tenn inal.
Using a programming language called LOGO, children learn to
control the motion of the turtle, thus expanding their knowledge of what Papert calls 'turtle geometry.' Papert lO feels
that the experience of a program· controlled device can be
used to 'give children. to quite an unprecedented degree, a
sense or power of ideas in general, of science in particular and
especially of mathematics (p.8).' By learning to control the
turtle, children master concepts such as planning, debugging,
modular structure, modeling and so on, thus giving them a
mathematical experience more like an engineer's than like a
bookkeeper's. One may simply extend these ideas to the
museum environment analogizing that program·con trolled
devices can also give this sense of power to adults as well as
children.

Ad,,,,

Computer Classes. Classes at science centers provide another
way of increasing pubUc awareness about computers, and in
more depth than might usually be achieved through exhibits.

Not a programcnlng class. Progr3JM'llng languages, computer
systems, and computer hardware will be explained In
understandable terms. Explore ways which computer al·
lects dally life In terms of buslnllSs, education , art, science,
privacy, and law enlorcement

Most science centers offer afternoon , evening, or weekend
classes in a variety of science·related subject areas to children
and adults in the local community. The classes are most often
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taught by members of the institution's staff having particu·
lar interest or expertise and they are supported, in part, by
tuition fees (often with discounts for members of the insti·
tution). They are usually informal, worksllop·style, discovery·
oriented classes, offered for enrichment rather than for credit.
Table 2 shows sample descriptions of computer courses offered
at various institutions. Notice that most of the institutions
listed offer only one course aimed maWy at students ages II
and up. The descriptions generally emphasize leaming basic
computer concepts, playing games, and especially learning to
program in APL, BASIC, PILOT or even PASCAL at OMSI.
With the exception of Lawrence HaU's extensive offerings,
these classes would best be categorized as another form of
limited or special access in which a relatively small fraction of
the general public has an opportunity to learn about computers
in some depth and to learn a programming language. These
courses are included in the description of Level II because they
are available to the genera/ public and not just to special school
groups. Furthermore, a real need is for many more courses
such as Lawrcnce H:III's ;Creative Play with a Computer' (for
8· 12 year·old children) and 'Computer Exploration for Adults.'
These courses concentrate on what computers are, how they
work, their uses and abuses, and how they affect the daily
lives of people rather than concentrating on learning program·
ming per st.
Three Educational Computing Resource Centers. Certain Level
II institutions have made a sizable investment in computer
resources while others with limited resources have at least
attempted to make those resources available to the public.
Three institutions, the Boston Children's Museum, OMSI,
and lHS operate on·site, mini.computer, time sharing sys·
tems, thus assuming a role of entrepreneurship not possible
in most other institutions. AU three of these centers have at
least one staff member specifically dedicated to computer·
related activities, and all three work closely with local schools.
Indeed, one of the main functions of these institutions is serv·
ing as an educational computing resource center for local
schools.
In addition. LHS is engaged in providing an educational tinIe·
sharing service to local schools . The LHS computer system
presently reaches more than 40 schools and education institu·
tions in Northern California including a Montessori school,
elementary, junior and senior high schools (both public and
private), and some departments on the Berkeley and UCLA
campuses of the University of California.
OMSI and the Children's MUSCunl have more limited facili·
ties fo r remote time-sharing, and thus they have concentrated
their efforts on software development. Marketing of system
sofware developed at OMSI for the PDPII/45 has been one
of the sources of revenue helping to support the OMSI compu·
ter center. All three institutions work with teachers in local
schools to provide both computer programs and computer·
based materials for use in the classroom.
To summarize Level II, General Public Access: Science centers
and museums at tltis level are making computer power openly
accessible to the general public by placing computer terminals
and computer·controJIed devices in public exhibit areas and,
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to a smaU extent, by offering classes. The computer exhibits
at Level 11 institutions are of an infonnal rather than formal
nature. At Level I institutions, the power of the computer is
fonnaJ ly demonstrated to an 'audience' several times a day by
a staff member of the institution; the terminal or device is
not otherwise visible or available to the public. At Level II
institutions, people may use the computer terminal (device)
at their own pace and in their own manner. The exhibit is
always accessible (at least when it is working). Classes, if
offered at Level II institutions are open to the general pUblic,
i.e., they are not just for school groups, and they are for adults
as well as children.
In the finaJ part of this article, which will appear in the next
issue of People's Computers, these distinctions will be ampli·
fied and extended. TItis part of the article will focus on the
Lawrence Hall of Science as an example of an institution that
has gone beyond providing public access to assuming an active
role in public computer education. I will also discuss some
characteristics of our 'ideal' public access center and wiU
conclude with some speculations on the role of public access
centers in the future.
0
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Continued from page 7.
amples given above, by using INKEY$
you can get input and keep complete
control over what appears on the screen,
plus the standard input routine does not
crash when given too much, too little,
or incorrect dala. And with CLOAD? you
can make sure that a good copy of a pro·
gram has been saved without destroying
the copy in the machine, Some 'picky'
details also have been handled well, For
example, in formatted print statements
(i.e., PRINT USING) values that are too
large for their field specifications are
printed in their entirety with a special
flag; they are not truncated or thrown
away as with so many systems.
There are still a few rough spots, although
they mayor may not be apparent to a
novice consumer. For example, one·chaacter file names for tape are somewhat
limiting; the susceptability to volume
variations of the tape systems (Le.,
having to load a tape at four different
volumes before you find one that works)
can get tedious in a hurry; and the fact
that the system is still not particularly
fast - although Level II is about 40%
faster than Level I, it is still in the slower
half of the field according to the Feldman·
Rugg Benchmarks (Kilobaud No. 10)is sometimes noticeably apparent.
Documentation. Radio Shack has done
a good job with software documentation.
Hardware documentation is mostly non·
existent, but most people don't seem to
be bothered by that. Both the Level I
and II manuals are clear and accurate.
Most of the Level I manual is 'old hat'
to anyone who already knows BASIC,
but that is to be expected. The Level II
manual assumes prior knowledge of
BASIC and suggests that users who
don't know BASIC go through the Level
I manual first.
Overall Opinion. I would recommend
the Level II machine but not the Level
I. r just cannot imagine anyone remaining
satisfied with the limitations of a Level
I machine. The Level II is a different
story; while it is not 'snazzy' and it
won't appeal to heavy hardware and
software 'freaks', that is not its intended
market. It is a reasonably priced, readily
expandable machine, with a good BASIC
and clear documentation. So, in the final
analysis, the argwnents for or against
the TRS·80 remain what most arguments
are-a matter of taste. -Eryk Vershen·O

REFIEWS
ILLUSTRATING BASIC

is both stylish and clever. It is a spiral.

(A Simple Progmmming Language)
By Donald Alcock
Cambridge University Press, 1977
134 pp. $4.00 (approx)

bound pocketbook printed entirely in
hand·lettered capitals. The text is
liberally sprinkled with illustrations-bold
arrows and comic book 'flashes.' A
taJking beetle represents potential coding
bug>. Thisapproachable, attention·getting
format reinforces the idea that learning
to program can be simple, non· threat·
elling, and even fun.

Computer language manuals that are both
readable and useful are hard to fmd,
but Donald Alcock's soft·cover BASIC
manual belongs to that rare breed. As
a programmer of scientific and educa·
tional applications software, I have often
been frustrated by obtuse manuals,
especially those supplied by mainframe
manufacturers. Illustrating BASIC is far
above the usual gibberish.
Its organization into nine cohesive
chapters makes the book easy to use.
A novice programmer, moving through
the chapters in sequence, would be
writing
programs after Chapter I ,
'Components of the Language.'
'Heavy-duty' subjects such as arrays
and matrices have their own step· by·
step explanatory chapters, and even
simple GO TO instructions get the kind
of treatment which captures the varied
applications of the conunand.
Alcock also discusses the nuts and bolts
of signing on, files, and other practical
topics often left for oral presentation
by an instructor. Transportability, or the
ability to move a program from one
machine to another without editing, is
a concern which receives attention
throughout
the
book. As most
programmers know, implementing a
program on a new machine can be a
major effort.
The ninth chapler, 'Syntax', could be
an appendix. This chapter simply gives
the Backus·Naur (standardized format)
syntactic ruJes of the language, with th~
unusual twist that examples and
comments
follow
the
potentiaUy
confusing rules. Some authors get so
carried away with the elegance of
simpliCity in their syntactic rwe presenta·
lions that the reader ends up lost or
bored; not so with Alcock.

The manual is written for computer
programming beginners. I would estinlate
that it is appropriate for junior high
school age and above. With its clever
grapltics and instructional clarity, it
should be especially appealing to students.
Reviewed by Chuck Dunbar

THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
By Brian W Kemighan& DennisM Ritchie
Prentice·HaU, $10.95
There has been a lot of talk recently
about the C programming language.
Unfortunately, however, there has not
been much written about. it except a
short reference manual. This book
changes that.
While not suitable for the beginning
programmer, it should be intelligible
to anyone who has programmed in
at least one language and who is familiar
with basic concepts like variables, assign·
ments, loops, and functions. The presen·
talion is somewhat biased towards the
current PDp· I I UNIX™ version of C,
but the authors do attempt to point out
differences in earlier versions and versions
on other machines.
Explanations are based on examples,
most of which are complete programs.
T!te authors also point out a number of
mildly cryptic idioms that are commonly
used in C programs.
The book includes the current
reference manual as an appendix.

C

Reviewed by Eryk Vershen
Equally important to the message of the
manual is the medium. Alcock's book
SEPT·OCT
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COMPUTERIZING MUSEUM EXHIBITS
THE BEGINNINGS OF THE ESSENTIAL CONVERSATION

'We quickly saw that the computer
is more than an infonnation machine.
It is, in fact, a different form of media,
and, as such, can and should interact
with the things around it .. . '

BY BRUCE BURDICK

Bruce Burdick is the president of the Burdick Group located
in San Francisco. The Burdick Group is engaged in design
related to man, his environment, products Qlld communication$. One of rheir primary interests is designing exhibitions

How would you like to go to a science center or a museum,
have it 'recognize' you, remember pertinent facts about you,
and be able to converse with you, both about the things that
you know and would like to know?

for science museums and [airs. This article explores the
philosophy alld implementation o[ Q compu ter- based nutrition exhibit which was commissioned by Swift and Co/Esmark
and opened at the Oll'cago Museum of Science alld Industry
in 1976.
Building on the success 0/ this exhibit, the Burdick Group is
now explOring ways to expand the flse 0/ computers in
desigtling interactille mflseum exhibits. 17ley are currently
delleioping an exhibit 011 economics alld banking /Ising color
graphics-also to be hOllsed in the Chicago Museum-alld they
are developing a travelling exhibitio" 011 creativity which will
be based aroulld visitor illteractiOIlS with a computer. - BK

'To have a museum be responsive
in real time to the individual's
curiosities ... requires the museum
and the visitor to be able to enter

into a conversation.'
Ir that were pOSSible, museums would no longer be dear and
dumb to their visitors. Such an innovation has taken place in
1976 with the opening or the Swift/Esmark exhibit on nutri·
tion at the Museum of Science & Industry in Chicago.

Ir the social value of museums is to be realized-that is as reo
sources to their communities-the initiation or an essential
conversation between the facility and the visitor is the inevita·
ble first step. Museums have long been dependent upon people
to have with them a large bag or inronnalion ror the under·
standing or the museums' subjects. This is because the activity
or the museum has been essentially the act or display. Yet,
though our eyes are a rich resource as receivers and inquirers,
to utilize them alone is to separate us from other ways or
knowing things; that is, through inquiry participation and direct experience.
It is not that museums have not tried to move past the act or
display; they have~by the use or sound tapes, graphics, lee·
tures and walking tours. We have all experienced these types or
media and their limitations. They usually are selectively blind
to who I am, what my intellectual background is, how much
time I have ror my visit and what my curiosities are. You and
I have been missed by this type or avaHable inronnalion.

These methods or communication race and solve their com·
munication problems the way thai television does-by writing
something that must appeal to all ages and educational levels.
The end result or this approach ror museums and television is
to reduce what is communicated to a mythical nonn (a nonn
that cannot be interacted with and that no one fits).

Museums lack utility to the individual because individuals are
constantly establishing and re·establishing what they want,
when they want it-allowing their curiosities to establish their
agendas. Such shifting or personal agendas frequently is not reflected by the institution. To have a museum be responsive in
real time to the individual's curiosities, to meet them where
they are now, requires the museum and the visitor to be able
to enter into a conversation.
Whal can be done 10 create this two-way conversation, regard·
less or visitor's age, background and education, so thai Ihe
museum can be a true resource to the community? This was a
subject studied by our Group over two years ago. To do this,
we needed a vehicle whereby inquiry and conversation could
take place and we became intrigued with the idea that the
computer had these capabilities. We rantasized a computer
program that could allow the museum visitor to enter key
pieces or inrormation about himselr that the computer would
re tain and thereby 'knuw' the visitor. Then, as the visitor
moved about the museum and asked for inrormation, the
computer would respond specifically to that individual's back·
ground and inronnational needs.
Visitor #213 is 42 years old, an architect, from Atlanta,
Georgia. The computer is replying to a question on
Thomas Jefferson:
VISITOR #213: JEFFERSON WAS YOUR AGE' AND
A LSO AN ARCHITECT WHEN HE WENT TO
FRANCE.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO:
SEE HI S NOTES ON THE ARC HITECTURE OF
FRANCE ? PUSH #1.
VISIT ARCHITECTURE INFLUENCED BY HIM IN
THIS CITY? PUSH #2.
- OBTAIN A LISTING OF ALL EXHIBITS AND
TOPICS ON JEFFERSON AVAILABLE TO YOU
TODAY? PUSH #3.

EntryWlY into the Swift/Esmark Nutrition Exhibit It thl Chicago Museum of Science & Industry. The neon lign, I little
unclelr in the phOto, aaYI "_lit' In, measure up, get your computer number."

3.
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Computing nutritional values: a video display inside the exhibit
case and I numerical pld ouuide allow visitors to interact
with the axhibit.

We envisioned a program that would be expansive in nature.
By expansive, I refer to that experience that we have all had
when looking fo r a particular book on a library shelr, only to
find that the books on either side were or equal interest. A
compute r can duplicate lhis type or experience. While handling your specific inronnation request, it can also enlarge UpOD
those subjects related to it.
SEPT·OCT
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· .. we decided to build an abstracted
market within the museum, whereby
with the use of the computer, the
visitor could shop for nutritional
information.'

So our fantasy program would relate to your immediate needs
and be expansive in scope.

nutritional battle was won,lost or comprom ised, because once
the food is purchased, it is more than halfway on its journey
to our stomachs.

Visitor :tt344 is 13 years old, pursuing a science project.
The computer hss been programmed for her class's visi·
tation this week:

For this reason and the fact that markets are partially arranged
into food groupings-a concept used in nutritional educat ionwe decided to build an abstracted market within the museum,
whereby with the use of the computer, the visitorcouJd shop
for nuturitional information.

VISITOR #344 : SPECIFIC TO YOUR 8TH GRADE
SCIENCE CLASS ARE OTHER EXHIBITS HERE
THAT YOU MIGHT ENJOY:

A video screen linked up to the computer would greet you at
the entrance to the market:

- POLLUTION AND THE ENVIRONMENT
- AN ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM

WELCOME

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EXPLORE THESE?
YES: PRESS:tt1. NO: PRESS *2.
ALTERNATES TO THESE: PRESS :tt3.

YOU CAN SHOP FOR NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION WITHIN THIS UNIQUE MARKET BY USING
YOUR COMPUTER NUMBER.
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING OUESTIONS:
(AGE, WEIGHT, HEIGHT, SEX)

We quickly saw that the computer is more than an information
machine. It is, in fact, a different form of media and, as such,
can and should interact with the things around it rather than
be an end resull in itself. As an example, a computer can an·
swer questions about objects or events in its immediate ~cini
ty; it can refer to an object adjacent to it (or elsewhere m the
museum); and it can refer to a book for greater knowledge. At
times it might recommend that the visitor leave the museum
now and experience both the question and answer in the home
or in the city.

You would enter this information, utilizing a simple numerical
key pad which we designed. The computer would then remem.
ber you individually by issuing a personal number. This would
be entered each time you had a nutritional question, with
the resulting reply tailored to your personal nutritional needs.
HELLO VISITOR #1 11 : YOU ARE A FEMALE,
AGE 32, WEIGHT 109 LBS., HEIGHT 5'·4". I WILL
REMEMBER YOU FOR 2 HOURS.

Visitor :1812 is visiting a science center in San Fran·

cisco:
VISITOR #812: YOUR ANSWER IS CORRECT. YOU
MIGHT LIKE TO EXPERIENCE BERNOULLI'S PRIN·
CIPLE BY WALKING DOWN MAIDEN LANE . WATCH
HOW THE WIND VELOC ITY CHANGES AS YOU
ENTER THE LANE.

Somewhere in our thought process, the opportunity came
aJong which enabled us to move out of the realm of planning
into the integration of our evolving ideas into an educational
situation.
Swift & Co/Esmark ask.ed us to examine their existing exhibit
on nutrition at the Museum of Science & Industry in Chicago
and to develop a new permanent program for its replacement.
Intriguing to us was the fact that Swift, in its food research
laboratory, had a computer well -stocked with scientific data
32
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'Now, as a visitor to a specific area
of the exhibit, you could ask
nutritional questions and receive
answers specific to your physiology,'

Comperativi shopping In e mUileum ma rket. A CRT emOll9 the
raaliltic.looking foods displeyl the menu and nutritional values.

on the nutritional value of almost every food consumed in the
United States. Here was an almost inexhaustible data library
on nourishment.
Nutrition is a terrible subject. After all, each of us is an ·ex·
pert.' We are involved in the nutritional ritual four or five
times a day and our mothers and teachers have ground into
our heads what is good for our bodies. All of this has locked
certain food biases in us, resulting in a lack. of useable nutritional knowledge and an abundance of food fallacies.
Surrounded by this abyss of misunderstanding, our Group
started conceptual work to develop an educational situation.
We decided that it was within the marketplace that the final

PLEASE USE YOUR COMPUTER
WHEN ASKING QUESTIONS.

NUM8ER

111

For almost all of us, that reply would be the first time that a
museum exhibit 'knew' anything about us. Now, as a visitor to
a specific area of the exhibit, you could ask nutritional questions and receive answers specific to your physiology.
VISITOR #111: THE ORANGE THAT YOU SELECTED WOULD PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING PERCEN.
TAGE OF YOUR DAILY NUTRITIONAL NEEDS:

You could construct entire meals and test the results, changing
entries when desired.
VISITOR #111: YOUR SElECTED MENU PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES OF
YOUR DAILY NUTRITIONAL NEEDS:

Close·up of visitor #55's selecled breakfast with In en,IVlis 01
its nUlritional value.

And you could receive an evalution of your selection.
VISITOR #111: PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS MEAL
DOES NOT PROVIDE YOU WITH 1/3RD OF YOUR
DAILY NUTRITIONAL NEEDS.

What we have developed for the Museum uf Science & Indus.
try is a first-generation type of response possible from a com.
puter. In second-generation programs, the compuler will
possess the capacity to know the visitor in greater depth.
These programs will be responsive to the educational levels
of the visitor, his particular areas of interest, his reasons for
visiting the museum and the time available for this visit.
We are currently developing plans fo r a museum in which most
of the information conveyed will appear through the use of
video systems tied to a computer. In this museum, the visitor
will be remembered by the computer for an all-day visit. We
are also envisioning museums in which a membership will
qualify the holder to be pennanently ·stored' within the
computer so that each visit will lake up where the previous
one left off.
Computers are obviously contributing more and more to our
society: in industry, in universities, and in government. At
some point, the museum and its visitors will be freed from
their mutual blindness to one another. Museums will be true
resources to their communities-responsive marketplaces for
ideas, events, and knowledge. And it will all start with the
0
push of a button .
SEPT·OCT
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odometer readings and calculates the number of miles traveled
between each fill· up. This figure is then divided by the
number of gallons consumed , to yield Ute MPG. The sequence
of steps is shown in the flow chart.
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in tiny BASIC

Th~

practicality of this program is limited by two things: first,

the highest odometer reading that can be accepted is 3276.7,
and second , the program does not round off to the nearest
tenth when it calcuJates the MPG (for example, 20/3 or
6.666 ... would be listed as 6.6, not as 6.7). In spite of these
limitations, the program does mustrate a simple method of
manipulating decimal numbers with an integer Tiny Basic. 0

CA LCU LATE YOUR MPG

BY MI LAN D. CHEPKO
Milan Cheplw is a doctor living in nlie! River Falls, MN who

spends his spare rime writing Tiny BASIC programs on his

10 CLRS
11 DIM 0(50), M(50), G(50), R(50)
You can even eliminate variable C by combining lines two and
three to read B""X-A'lO.

home-brewed micro. In the past two issues, Milan has given us

Tiny Blackjack (see Letters section of this issue) and Tiny
Concentration. Milan recently purchiJsed a TRS-80 (anyone

interested in buyillg an S-100 B08DA system?), so we now
lurve another good source/or TRS·80 programs as well as Tiny
BASIC
- BK

To demonstrate a semi-practical use of this technique, I wrote
the following program which will calculate a car's gas mileage.
The raw data is collected by filling the tank and noting the
odometer reading; then, each time you stop for gas, write
down the number of gallons it takes to fill the tank and the
current odometer reading. The program takes the sequential

For the last 8 months, I've been running my SOBO-based
micro with Denver Tiny Basic (DDJ March 76). My choice of
TB over a full Basic was dictated by convenience and expense:
I couldn't find an inexpensive, easily-adaptable Basic, and by
using TB I have more of my 8K RAM available for programs,
making additional memory boards unnecessary_ Denver TB
has most of the features needed for games and other activities,
but occasionally I miss the decimal capability of full Basic.

Printing a decimal number is almost as easy. Essentially,
our goal is to break-up the integer number with a decimal
point inserted at the appropriate location. Assuming the in·
teger 123 is still in X, the following steps will print Oul the
original decimal number:
setsA"'1 2
A'X/IO
sets C= 120 (the 3 has been dropped)
C""A'iO
B=X-C
sets 8""3
PR A;" .";B
prints 12.3
34
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15 GOSUB 100
16 1· 1 :0(1).X

20 l=t+l:PR:PRIINEXT ODOMETER READING";
21
22
23
24

20

Calculates miles tr.waled and MPG,
which is printed out for ellCh entry

100

Inputs data

150

Prints data

200

Prints table of all data
when 0.0 i, entered for
the next odomOter reading

GOSUB 100
IF X'O GOTO 200
O( I )'X
M( I ).O( I )-O( I -I)

25 PR" H OF GALLONS";
26 GOSUB 100
27 G(I).X
28 R(I).IO*M(I)/G(I)

29 PR "MPG = II;
30 X.R( I ):GOSUB 150
31 PR
32 GO TO 20
100 I N A,B

This limitation can be overcome by converting decimal numbers to integer numbers at the time they are input , and then
converting back to a decimal form before printing. The foHowing is a very simple method of accomplishing this with only a
few steps, restricted only by the integer limit ofTB (±32767).
First, the number is input as IwO separate integer variables,
with the decimal fonning the point of separation. For example , to input the value 12.3 we wouJd set A=12 and B=3.
These are then combined into a single integer by multiplying the 12 by 10 and adding the 3, giving 123, which can be
manipuJated as a single variable by TB. Denver TB allows the
use of a decimal point , comma, or space to separate two or
more variables being entered on the same line, so the response
can be 12.3 or 12,3 or 123. This input routine can be summarized as foll ows:
respond with 12.3
IN A, B
increases A from 12 to 120
A=A'IO
adds A and B for total of 123
X=A+B
and stores it in X for later use
Alternatively , steps two and three can be combined to read
X=A'iO+B

12 PRII **:': MPG PROGRAM ;~M:II
13 PR:PRIIALL DATA MUST BE TO THE NEAREST TENTHII
14 PR ! PRill NPUT REFERENCE ODOMETER READ I NGt.;

101 IF A>3276 PR"TOO LARGE!":GOTO 100
102 IF 6>9 PR"ONLY TENTHS, PLEASE!":GOTO 100
103 X=A~'I"10+B
Zero

104 RET
150 A·X/IO:B·X - A*IO

151 PR A;II.!l;B,ItIl;
152 RET
200 CLRS:J'I - l: I '1

20 1 PR"
MILES
203 1= 1+1: IF I>J END
204
205
206
207
208
209

X'O( I ) : GOSUB
X.M( I ) :GOSUB
X.G( I ) :GOSUB
X.R( I ):GOSUB
PR
GOTO 203

HGA L

MPG"

150
150
150
150

L I ST OF VAR I ABLES

A, B used to input or print decimal data
X
I, J

O()
M()
G()
R()

ho l ds integer data for I/O
index counters
odometer reading
mi les traveled
gallons of gas consumed
result as miles per gallon

o
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5. PROCEDURE CAllS.
APl functions, whether primitive or user·
defined, can take 0, 1 or 2 arguments and
return 0 or 1 results ot' any data type,
shape or size. Functions which do not
return results to be used by other functions usually are intended to cause the
printing of some sort of output, or some
sort of change to global variables.

R1[f)[[l ~~ ~ 1J~~y

[[l~[J)~[!)~~~

BY MOKURAI CHERLIN

It may seem a little strange to think of
APL as 8 'tiny' language, but rimes afe

changing and with companies such as
Microsoft designing and implementing
such languages as APL for microcomput·

flexibility that one might not expect to
see even in large languages, and which
certainly does not exist in FORTRAN,
COBOL or BASIC. This power and
flexibility can be found in APl, which
satisfies all of Mr. Hills's requirements
except those concerning datatypes and
declarations. Indeed, one version of ~Pl
includes a set of ALGOL· like control
structures - Hewlett-Packard's APlGOl
is an extension of their APl\3000 which
was derived from IBM's APlSV (shared
variables). Other APls have branching
and looping controlled by a branch to the
value of an expreSSion, a device that
provides great flexibility and power, but
can be difficult to read.

ers, it won't be long .. . (yeah, yeah!).
We have received 8 number of articles
concerning APL-comparing it with

other languages and exploring its poren·
rial (or various applications-so we will
be featuring more APL articles in the
future issues.

Reverend Makura; Char/in is 8 Buddhist

Priest who lives way up on Mt. Shasta in
Northern California and moonlights as a
programmer for his father's company,

APL Business Consultants, Inc. In our
May·June issue of PC. Mokura; painted
a general picture of the APL language,
describing a little of its history, philosophy, and features. In this article he
examines APL with regards to its

suitability asa tiny language. -BK

'Tiny language Talk' in the May-June
issue of People's Computers contained a
proposal by Sam Hills for 24 features that
would be desirable in a programming
language used by children. Taken togeth·
er these features provide a power and
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At present, APlGOl is available only on
HP 3000 minicomputers. Another version
of APl is being written by Microsoft for
BOBO and Z-80 computers, and other
dialects have appeared or will appear this
year for micros. The Digital Group an·
nounced an incomplete APl at the
National Computer Conference in June,
and has said that the remaining functions
will be added in the near future.
I will now describe the features of APl,
following the order of Mr. Hills's article.
1. NAMES.
Variable names in APl can be of any
length, with the first 77 characters
recognized. They m'ust begin with any
alphabetic character or 6, either of which
may be underlined, and the rest of
the name must be made up of these same
characters with the addition of numeric
characters. All identifiers (function, var·
iable, group, workspace and file) follow
the same panern, although for some, only
11 characters are recognized. The following are examples of legal APl names:

No error checking is done at the time of
function definition. Programmers need to
learn to write provably correct programs,
since no amount of error checking or testing can ensure correctness, especially if
the program runs but gives wrong results.

FNNAME , LOOPl, Cl99, Fl!.,
NEXT6LINE, FILEFN

2. LJNE NUMBERS.
The system supplies line numbers in user·
defined functions. Renumbering is automatic on insertion or deletion of lines.
labels can be used for branch addressing
both for clarity and to avoid changing
branches throughout the program when
modifying it. Using labels can result in
a minor increase in execution speed.

3. DATA TYPES.
The user sees data as character or numeric
values, with up to 63 dimensions. Most
primitive functions operate directly on
arrays of any dimension without any
need to specify loops for element· by·
element processing. Internally numeric
data are stored as Boolean (1 bit), integer
(2 or 4 byte), or floating point (8
byte). Character data are stored in a 1
byte format. Type conversions are handled automatically for numeric data. One
or more dimensions of an array may be of
length 0, permitting lists and tables to be
initialized empty. APl is ideally suited
to graphics displays, since the entire
display can be treated as a single matrix,
or a set of display matrices can be laminated together in a three dimensional
array and referenced using a single coor·
dinate. Color names and color arithmetic
present no problems.

4 3.142 7.332E4

AVECTOR OF THREE NUMBERS
' Q?WWEERp I

AVECTOR OF 8 CHARACTERS

4. CONTROL STRUCTURES.
APlGOl has a full set of control structures; all other versions of APl have only
ooe branch method, but that one is cap.
able of anything that can be done in any
other language. In addition, there are
other ways to control what is done which
require no branching at all. For example,
a character string can be constructed using a variety of selection functions to
determine the successive substrings, and
the string can then be converted into
instructions and executed, all in a single
line. Character to instruction conversion
is carried out either by the execute func·
tion or the fix function, the former for
single lines and the latter for functions
of any size.

AAPL
+(EXP/LABEL1),LABEL2 AIF
LOOP,+(-EXP)/CONTINUE ADO
PROCESS
+LOOP
CONTINUE
AAPLGOL
IF EXP THEN PROCEDUREl
ELSE PROCEDURE2
WHILE EXP DO PROCESS

Functions can be defined, stored and reo
trieved in meny different ways according
to need or convenience. A function can
be stored in a workspact and loaded with
the workspace orcopiedintoanotherworkspace; it can be converted to character
data and stored in a file, then retrieved
and converted back into a function.
Many operations which requite subrout·
ines in other languages are primitive
functions in APl.

OR+CODE;KEY;TEXT
AENCRYPTION PROGRAM
[2]
AACCEPTS KEY AND TEXT
[3]
AFROM KEYBOARD AND
[4]
AASSIGNS THRM TO LOCAL
[5]
AVARIABLES USING
[6]
APROCEDURES GET6TEXT
[7]
AAND GETM<.EY.
[8]
INSTRUCTIONS
[9]
TEXT+GET6TEXT
[10] KEY<-flE1'M<.EY
[11] R+KEY PROCESS TEXT
[11

o

6. lOCAL VAR IABLES AND
SUBROUT INES.
Variables, including system variables. and
user· defined functions can be declared
local to a function. A local function is
created under program control and dis·
appears from the workspace after the
calling function terminates in the same
manner as a local variable. This is particularly useful for functions that operate
on functions (e.g. differentiation). and is
also of value in applications that are
too large to fit in a workspace all at the
same time.

7. RECURSION.
Recursion is a standard APl feature.

[1]
[2]
[3]

VR+F'ACTORIAL N
ARECURSION EXAMPLE
AUSE!N FOR PRODUCTION
R+l

[4]

+(N=l)pO

[5]
[6]

AEXIT WHEN DONE
R+NxFACTORIAL N-l

o

8. COMMENTS.
Comments are also a standard feature of
APl, with different conventions in dif·
ferent dialects. APlSV allows comments
on separate lines, APl· PLUS at the end
of any line, and APl \3000 anywhere.

[11
[2]
[3]

AAPL COMMENT
>A AAPL*PLUS COMMENT

AAPLGOL

~ENTA

9. INITIALIZATIONS & CONSTANTS.
Since there are no declarations in APl
and since type, shape and size are all dy·
namically variable, initialization is the
same as assignment. A variable which is
never respecified acts as a constant.

LIST+{) lOp' I
AEMPTY CHARACTER MATRIX OF
ATEN COLUMNS
LIST+LIST.'ABCDEF'GHIJ'
AAPPEND NEW ROW
10. STANDARD TYPES.
Kenneth Iverson had data types in mind
when he created the notation which dev·
eloped into APl. The primitive types are
just arrays of any dimension, but all
other data structures in common use
are easily defined in terms of them.
Iverson's 'original book, A Programming
Language, shows in detail how to do
this very Simply. Some work is being
done on non-uniform arrays with a view
to incorporating them into APl (RECORD type with mixed character and
numeric data for example).
11. SUB RANGES OF ARRAYS.
SubarraY5 of any dimensioo can be
assigned.
SEPT-OCT
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Quote-quad input takes an input line as
a string of characters, permitting it to
be checked before anything at all is done
with it. Thus, a numeric valued expression can be checked for syntax errors,
then converted to numeric form and
checked again for range, shape, etc. Use
of quote-quad input prevents any use of
the system except that written into the
program. In quad input, the evaluation of
the expression is uncontrolled, and thus
a clever user may get inside the program
and meddle.

AR~3

4Pl1 2

AR
1

5

2
6

3
7

4
8

9 1 0_ 11 12

AR[1
AR
1

2 ; 2 J~- 3

3
3

3

4
8

5
7
9 10 11 12

12. CONCATENATION OF STRINGS.
Concatenation is a primitive APL function. It can be applied to arrays of any
size whose dimensions are suitable, to join
them either along an existing coordinate or a new one, and either character
or numeric arrays may be concatenated.

A+'HI'
lJ+'THERE ! '

A.' '. B
HI THERE!

[1J
[2J
[3J
[4J

[ 5J

VAR1+VAF3

VANSWER+VERIFYAINPUT
APROMPT
'TYPE ANS WER'

[5 ]

• VAR2+
VAR1+VAR2+VAF 3

AACCEPT INPUT; CHECK

:5J

VAR1+VAR2 +VAR3

READ ,~(-oK INPU~ (ERR

[ 6J

[ - 6J

OR
[5J
[6J
[7J
[8J
[9 J

ANS WER+tlNPUT

AINPUT I S CONVERTED
~o

ERROR , ' PLEASE TYPE MOR
E CAREFULLY '
-+READ
V

14. AUTOMATlCSTRING/NUMERIC
CONVERSION.
A primitive APL function , execute,
permits any character string representing
an expression to be evaluated. Type conversion from character to numeric depends on this function and is not automatic.
15. DECLARATION OF VARIABLES.
Variables are not declared in APL. Spelling erros are usually caught when a var·
iable having no value is referenced, reo
suiting in a VALUE ERROR during execution.

16. PRETTY OUTPUT.
APLGOL formats functions according to
structure. If ordinary APL functions are
written using only two branch structures
(corresponding to IF and DO WHILE),
a formatting function can eMily be
written to recognize them and format
Quad input treats a line of text up to a the character representation of the
carriage return as an expression to be function.
evaluated. It rejects a blank line and gives
another prompt. The function contain- 17. EDITING.
ing the quad is given the value of the ex- All APLs have function editing capabili·
pression and can check it for range etc. ties, including line insertion/deletion and
replacement, and character insertion/delebefore acting on it.

13. INPUT ERROR RECOVERY.
APL has two input functions, which trap
character errors themselves and permit
the programmer to trap any error he can
program for, with any response he may
desire.
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tion and replacement. Some APLs have
extended editors with other capabilities
such as retrieval and editing of immediate mode input. Text editors of any
degree of sophistication can be readily
implemented in APL and are available
commercially from a number of sources.
Blank lines are not admissible in functions, but they are not needed for separation of modules, which can be written as
separate functions called by a master pro·
gram.

( .R
[7J
V
AINSERTION . REPLACEMENT .

ADELETION OF LINE. LEAVE
AFUNCTION EDIT MODE
lB. STRING·TO-NUMERIC
CONVERSION.
See point 14 above. APL also provides
numeric· to -string conversion through the
format primitive function. This function
can also be used to format matrix data
for printing, with full control of number
of digits and placement. Some APLs
have more elaborate formatting functions suitable for preparing business
reports and the like.
A~3

B+ ' ANS WER
B .A

IS~

20. DYNAMIC TYPES.
Dynamic types are standard. On some
systems file sizes have to be dectared
(usually tape · based systems); on others,
file size and tYpe are completely dynamic.

'WHY DON " T YOU?'DSS'DO'
0000 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ASTRING SEARCH SYSTEM
AFUNCTION; APL.PLUS ONLY
22. CALCULATOR MODE.
This is also standard and does not require
any indicator; rather a special symbol is
used to enter and leave function defini·
tion mode.
verse, change base, factorial and Gamma,
binomial coefficient and Beta, and many 23. JOYSTICKS.
more primitive functions. Function-to . Such accessories are readily implemented
character, character-to-function, work. through shared variables or other means.
space and file information and control
system functions, notably the facility to 24. MACHINE· LANGUAGE
load a new workspace under program
SUB-ROUTINES.
control. A statement called the 'latent Machine · language subroutines are avail·
expression' can be set to begin execution able in APL 3000 and APLGOL, but not
automatically on loading, thus provid- necessarily in other APLs.
ing for the chaining together of workspaces, which can communicate through CONCLUSION.
the file system.
All the features desired by Mr. Hills
are available in one version or another of
APL, (along with lots of other goodies)
ARANDOM NUMBER
except for the few dealing with data
?5 5 5
declarations. We are not likely to have an
APL available on micros soon with any·
314
where near all the extras described here
APACTORIAL
built in; but the only feature that Mr. Hill
11 2 3 4
asked
for which could not be easily pro·
1 2 6 24
vided
in
a defined function is the ability
AEXPONENTIA L
to call machine language subroutines.

2 3 4* 4 3 2

1 6 27 16

ANSWER I S , 3
AMI XED OUTPUT . CHARACTER
RAND NUMERIC ON SAME LINE

2*8 9 10
256 512 1024

R+B .",A
R

A+2 2p1 1 0 1

ANSWER IS , 3
RA CO~VERTED TO CHARACTER
RAND CONCATENATED TO B;
ARESULT CAN BE ASSIGNED
19. STANDARD FUNCTIONS AND
PROCEOURES.
APL contains arithmetic, log, trig, hyper·
bolic, exponential, comparison, logical,
selection (from arrays). sort, random
number, matrix multiply, divide and in-

AMATRIX I NVERSE
A
1 1
o1

IB4
1

o

1
1

21. STRING MATCHES AND
SUBSTITUTION.
These operations are easily implemented
using vector operations. On at least one
system, string matching is available as a
system function.

Microsoft's promised APL will apparently
run on a TRS · BO, Level II using the TBug monitor to enter and call the APL
interpreter. To do so would be cumbersome, but not as bad as what BASIC
makes you do while programming. If
the market could be demonstrated, so
that mask-programmed ROMs could be
used, existing technology as seen in the
PET computer could be used to create
a self·contained APL system priced between $1000 and $1500. Almost the entire difference in price may be attributed to the necessity of about 20k of
extra ROM for the interpreter. This is
not a small language, and for the next
few years it will not be cheap. A mini·
mum TRS-SO system would cost about
$2100. A minimum 8080 system with

an APL terminal and floppy disk will
go for about $3000 on the day the inter·
preter is released.
Next year we will have APL with virtual
memory and timesharing on Z-8OOO and
8086 16 bit microcomputers. In a school
situation, this will bring the price per sta·
tion down to about $1500 herminal
plus memory plus a share of the base
system). This is possible because 8080
code can be translated automatically
into both B086 and Z-BOOO code. This is
inefficient, since it will not make use of
any 16 bit instructions; however it provides breathing space to rewrite the interpreter while the users get on with their
business. Grosch's law states that twice
the money can buy four times the computing power; this has been verified often
in large systems, and it also seems to be
true in the small computer realm. This
can give schools considerable leverage in
providing computing power for students.
Indeed, $1500 per student for a class of
30 would buy several megabytes of disk
storage per student and workspaces on
the order of 10K bytes per student at
full load using one sufficiently fast pro·
cessor.
The APL language is being used in the
public schools of several cities as the ordinary language for instruction in mathematics, without reference to its use as
a computer language. In a few places it
is used on computers for lecture and demonstration purposes, and even for student
programming. Its virtues as an instruc·
tional language are greater clarity than
standard notation, executability and suitability for graphics. A display can be
treated as a matrix, to be operated on
with all the array handling power of the
language. Equations can be graphed as
fast as they are entered at the keyboard.
The effects of parameters can be demonstrated in the motion of a curve cal·
culated at high speed. Such things can be
done in any language, but APL makes it
trivially easy. so that less expensive soft·
ware (apart from the interpreter) is needed; and changes can be made at will.
For learning mathematics and mathematical subjects by experiment, there is no
language which can approach the simplicity and power of APL (even though
PASCAL is probably a better language
for teaching the discipline of programming), and none that go as far to let the
student learn rather than struggle.
0
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• Internationally Recognized Speakers

• Held in the VAST Oallas Convention Center

• Special Programs far Dealers Only
BY JOHN GAINES
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HI, 1 '1\ TH E APPLE 11 COMPUTE R A..'<D I AM
GOI HC TO Hnd' YOU LEAI\II YOOlt ,,"TH .
WHEM YOU SEI THE PlAS/n Me SOUARE , I AM

A$U NG POR YOUR AlISWER
JUST TYPE IT IN AND HIT THE

EXHIBITORS
lAS OF JUNE 1D1
ADVANCED COMPUTER PflOOUCTS.
ALPHA MICRO SYSTE MS. APPLE . AP·
PLIED DATA COMMUNICATIONS. A)(IOM
CORP BYTE SHOP OF DALlAS. CAPITAL
eOUIPMENT BROKERS. CENTRON ICS.
COMPUCOlDR CORP . COMPUTER HEADWARE.
COMPUTER
ROOMERS.
COMPUTER SHO!". DALlAS COMPUTER
CENTER. DATA GENERAL COAl'. DE·
CISION OAT A COMPUTER CORP DIGIT A.L
EOUIPMENT CORP OIGITA.L RESEARCH
CORP. OlliTHIUM PRESS. DIVERSIFIEO
TECHNOLOGY 0 I' SERVICES. ELEC.
rRONIC DATA SYSTEMS IEO$). FINANCIAL COMPUTER CORP. FOUNDATION
FOR QUALITY EDUCATION GENERAL

",,,,,,. " . " . "" c;ooeou, "'"
TRONICS. H08BY WOFiI..O ELECTRONICS.
IMSAI ITHACA AUOKl. JAOE COMPUTER
PRODUCTS. K A ELECTRONICS. METROPLEX DATA SYSTEMS INC MICRO AGE.
MICRO OIVEASIOfII INC MICROPOlIS
CORP MlOWEST SCIENTIFICINST MIlS.

=rs~~~~~~

MACHINE & TOOL 0S60F!NE & ASSOCIATES. PAGE OIGITAL ELECTRONICS. PER·
TEC MICRO SYSTEMS. PERCOM DATA
CORP PRIME SuPPlY INC Pf'IOBlE M
SOLVER SYSTEMS. 0 M DATA SERVICE,
OUALlT'l' COMPONENTS. OUEST ELECTRONICS. RADIO HUT. SO SYSTEMS.
SCHWEBl:R ELECTRONICS CORP . SEALS
ELECTl'IQNICS, INC SMOKE SIGNAL
BROADCASTING. SOUTHWEST FEOER·
ATION OF COMPUTER CLUBS. SOUTH·
weST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS. SPACE
BYTE. SU MMA~APHICS CORP, SYBEX,
INC. SYNERTEK. TANOY CORP . TECHNO
CORP. TEKTRON IX INDUSTRIES. TELPAR.
INC . TEXAS INSTRU MENTS. 3 M COM·
PANY. V R I,VANGUAROSYSTEMS CORP.
VECTOR GRAPHICS. INC. WEST & ASSOCIATES. XEROX CORP liTE)( CORP

SPEAKERS

SEE TOMORROW

TO

D~~

CAAOL OGDIN (SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES), DR. ADAM O•• ORNI lOSBOONE & ASSOCIAITSI, WAYN! GRlIN,
(1!;IlOBAUO MAGAZINE!. CHars MOIIGAN
(BYTE MAGAZlNEl S08 .lONE. UN1l:R·
FACE AGEl. ZACH SOVINETTl!' [lN~R·
FACE AGEl. STEVE MURTHA (O/ A
ASSOCIATES!. ELUOT MAC LEHMAN
(MAC LENNAN & LILLIE) dTJlONAU'T
(NASAl. KAAOLD MAUCH IPERCOM
DATAl, EUz.uETH JACUOfIII ISOFT·
WARE TECHNIQUESI,
ELDRIDOI!
10lGIT A.L EQUIPMENT CORP .I IlOONI!Y
ZJUCS (SYBEXI. DR. EMERSON UCXMIS.
IE SYSTEMS.). II. NEI&. JDCHISOfIi
IMOORE BUSINESS FORMS). GIORGe
NIUiON IMOTOFlOlAl UN PUI. (BEN
PEEK. INC). STEVE mELMAfIII llTHACA.
AUDIO! . • ILL GOO.OUT {GODBOUT

I
•

.oa

Internat·lonaI

M

Icrocompu
•

EX POSI.t.Ion

t

""""'",os,
_. •. __
(VANGUARD SYSTEMS CORP I.

MftCH
GOOD' IMOTOAOlA SEMICONOUCTOR
PRODUCTS. INC.I. _
FUI.LOI ITEXAS
INSTRUMENTSI. PHILlM'E ... IIIAIICHIN
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BEFI ELECTRONICSI. G£01llG£ MORROW
(THINKER TOYS)' HOWAIIO JUl.MEIll
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HOOGES (U T 0 I. NOIIMAN IIIErTUL
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TAILING. CREATIVE COMPUTING, INTER·
FACE AGE . KILOBAUD. POPUlAR ELECTRONICS. RACID ELECTRONICS. SMALL
BUSINESS COMPUTER

Keynote Address By Dr, Portia Isaacson
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' RETURN'

KEY ON THE RICKT .

TO START PRACT I CI NG JUST HI T RETV RH.

HELLO AGAIN,
ItlIAT I S YOIJ1l NIIH! 1JOHH

John Gaines noticed thllt up till now,
we haven't published allY programs for
the Apple If. He assumed (correctly ) that
this was due to the fact thllt none were
being submitted, and he decided to start
the apple rolling by sending us this math
drill We regret thllt we cannot bn'ng you
this program ill living color, but at least
we have a juicy red apple for an iIlwtration If you are interested in swapping Apple II programs with John Gaines
or if you want a cassette tape of AppleMath (S 1O) write to John at at 7407
Meadow Hill, San Antonio, TX 7825J.

T H! Al'PLil II SCHOOt.llOUS! /lATH MEIIU
WHAT 111110 oP PIIOIlLEI! DO YOU WAH'!',
JOHH
1. ADDITI OH

J . 5UIITII.AC1'IOH
4. DIVlSION

PJIIOBLEM

or

YOU HAlIT TO DO AND

HI T THE RETURN gy . NIDtBEil 11

."
m

m

<9

YOlIR AlISWE R 1252

, '"

"

- BK
YOUR AlISWER 1273

I initally got the idea to writ e this
program after hearing my wife complain
how hard it was to get her 3rd graders
interested in learning math. It started out
as a very simplistic program and was not
very interesting. Then the brainstoml
rut me ; I stayed up until almost 5 am,
adding the menu, the introdUction, and
the color reinforcement , and then I spent
the nex t 3 to 4 weeks debugging it and
simplifying it so that small children could
read and understand it.

HOW ABOUT IIOK! MOlt! PIII)II1,U61

IYU · 1f011fO

Hn , JOHN
0011 ' '1' GI Y!: lIP NOW •••
RetP PIlAC'I'ICIHG AII' D YOU 'LL GET B!:TTER!

IU'TE R ALL YOU ' 1t! ONLY HUI'IAH •••••
I 'M AM APPLE II COMPlJ'ftR!
IF YOU WANT AOO'l'Htll. PROBL!!!, T'/ Pt

' OK' . OR

TilE APPLE II SCHOOLIIOUS ! MATH IQ'.:I111
ItlIAT KI ND Of' PROIIL!I! 00 YOU WAlIT ,
JOH H
1 . ADDITlON

2 . MUl.TI PLI CATlON

Featured Seminar Speakers

Special Dealer Program

---------------------------- ---------------Name
Advance Registration

Company
One Cay - - . . . . . $4 (at door SS)

Address

llv1Ie

S<ate

Telephooe

Z'P

...

a.v -....", sa 1M. door S 1OJ

s........ """'-' S 15

,

To changa thB level of difficulty just follow the
example. listed below with th B appropriate line
numbers.
ADDITION
Otange stBtements 2020 to 2035
2020 Lilt A- RNO (999)
This detllrmines th ll value of 'A', in this
ca5e it Is II 3 digit number not ovllr 999.
Yoy can change thll 1999) to 199) for
BKemp11l and It will be . twO digit num ber.
2025 If A < 99 thlln 2020
Th is will no t el low 'A' to be less thin a
three digit number. You must change
to
If yOY ~ke 'A' (99) end change
to < 1 if you meke 'A ' 19)
Use t he seme format to ehSr0g8 the varil bl Bs
for 'S ' .

2 . M\lLTIPLICATl oti

!foIT! R THIS III1M11 E11 S!S I DE TH E TYPE

There are many uses in the home for the
Apple If and I feel that the most
neglected use is that of educating your
children. It offers them a different and
challenging way 10 learn. You will be
amazed at how the Apple will get your
children interested in studying again
when all other ways have failed.

l . SUBTRACT I ON
4. DIVI S I ON

EfoIT!R THE HUMIIEII. SE5 10 E THE TYPE
PR08L~

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING APPLE MATH

YOU WAIIT TO DO AHD

KI T THE Itl'!TVll!' KEY . IfUMIIER ?2

.,."
m

or

MULTIPLICATION
Otange stl1ements 3210 to 3220 and use th B
$IIIlle instructions IS .bove. CAUTION : You
cannot hi.." any answe r IBrger than 32767
SUBTRACTION
Otange ltatemenu 40C'5 to 4020 end U5e IS

-"""'.

DIVIS ION
Changa stBtame nts 8520 to 8530 and use IS
above.
NOTE : The print statements that follow eech
variable mlY need I Iittl B format adjustments
to line the numbers up correctly aher you
chan90 the varilblBs.
To chan90 tha number of problems displayed
in I row:
ADDITiON
Statement 2015 For Z... , to 2 Iwill go thru
two problems) change to 2015 For Z- 1 to 10
twill go thru 10 problemsl
MULT IPLICATION
cnan90 stltement 3205 For G- l to 2
SUBTRACT ION
OtIn90 statement 4000 Fo r F- l to 2
DIVISION
011091 statement 8515 Fo r P- l to 2

YOUR IlHSH! R 15 10

'"m"
YOUR ANSWER 126 23

Meke C/W:kslHIVabIe to I M.E. _ 4 13 CenIon Towr_ 13601 PrMwn Aoo<I_ 01llH. T _ 75240 214 / 271·9311
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PET
POINTERS

SPOT

PRETTY PAINTING

The PET left-adjusts print functions,
which is nol very neat when printing
columns of dollars and cents. The follow.
i.n g few lines inserted in a program
will print t he value of the variable, A,
right ·adjusted with the decimal pOint
in the 25th (or any) column.

The Society of PET Owners and Trainers

EDITED BY PHYLLIS COLE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PET PEEVES
Six months later, a second letter was
sent by the Reverend Conley to CommoOn December 16, 1977, the Reverend dore, pleading for somc response. We
David M Conley sent a letter to Sincerely hopc that by now Commodore
Commodore detailing a variety of has dealt with the problems. One of the
problems that the Universal Life Church most discouraging items in the letters
of the Pacific was experiencing with its was the fact th:11 Commodore had not ,
PET, and attempts to set up an appoi nt. in a 6 month period, even sent out its
ment to have it repaired. They were instruction booklet.
understandably reluctant to ship their
system back to the factory for an un- DOCUMENTATION DILEMMA
known period of time, and they were
hopeful of finding some other way of As indicated above, documenation getting their PET to function more rather, the lack thereof - is a severe
satisfactorily. Copies of the letter were handicap for PET users. Many purchasers
send to 5 publications and an attorney. open Uleir new PETs to find not a scrap
of informalion , despite the fact that
'
since last November various booklets,
however slim, have in fact been available
from the company. One reason given for
the lack of doculIlentation was that all
copies
of the previous booklet had been
service. We received no response to the
shipped; and, rather than print more of
letter.
the old version, the new version would
As indicated in the PET PEEVES secti0n, be shipped to these customers at a
others have been similarly frustrated in future date. This sort of explanation is
dealing with the company. One reason hardly acceptable. As more and more
fo r this may be the very rapid turnover publications try to 1111 tlle gap Commodore
of personnel. We know of several has left, some users will find tllat with
employees who lasted only a few months; time, effort and money the desired infor·
among them is Adrian Byram, the Soft- mation can be accumulated. But the
ware Manager whose name appears on process is often slow and painful, and for
the guides to software publication that UlOse unsuspecting persons who buy a
PET thinking they're getting an appliance,
we've seen .
the process may be next to impossible to
We're discouraged with the company, initiate. After all , if you've never used
though we still enjoy our PET. Perhaps a computer, never read a computer magathe 'COMMOOORE CORNER' can be z.ine, and there's no computer store in
your town, just where do you begin?
summed up in a single word: confUSing.
CONLEY'S COMMENTS

PET photo courtesy of Utter Chaos

Commodore's PET is a faclory assembled

penonal computer based

microprocessor.

TIle

011

a 6502

$795

system

includes a keyboard, cassette tape unit,
built-in TV screen, some graphics, upper
and lower case, and extended 8K BASIC,
and 8K of IIser memory. Each bimomhly
issue of People's Computers since the
September-October 1977 issue has

included WI article on the PET. - PC

.......................................................

COMMODORE CORNER
At last, the long-awaited guidelines
submission
of
software
for
for
publication by Commodore are available.
When/if they reach the hands of those of
you who've submitted software is another
question. Personally, we've had, at best,
none-in
erratic
responses- usually
requesting information. One example:
last November, People's Computen wrote
to Commodore offering to compile a
booklet of articles, programs, etc., that
could be sent to new owners to provide
some pointers about PET usage, since
almost no documentation was available.
We were prepared to do this at no
expense to Commodore, as a way of
getting some free advertising and also
offering what we saw as a valuable
44
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MICROSIGNAL CATALOG

Another company offering PET periph.
erals and software is Microsignal, PO
Box 161988, Sacramento, CA 95816
(see earlier issues of People's Compllfers
for additional sources). Their catalog
lists a voice input device, a sound generator, and a device that allows you to
use a Teletype as a printer for the PET.
Software for the most part exercises tlle
peripherals offered by the company.

120 A$=STR$( INT(A))
125 IF INT (ABS(A))(1 THEN A$="I "
130 PR INT TAB (25 -L EN(A$));A

TIle light pen adds versatility to most
graphics programs and is valuable as a
teaching aid for young children. It also
adds unique capabilities for application
programs aimed at the nOIl- computer
oriented person. The light pen is complete
and ready to plug into the PET. A sampled program and programming inst ructions comes with tJle pen. TIle entire package sells for $24.95 and js available from
3G Company at RU, Box 28A, Gaston,
Oregon 97 11 9; (503)985-7176

",,0

10 A= INT (100xA+.5)/100
will round off A to dollars and cents.
P.S. We love our PET. James Standley,
Hastings College, Hastings, Nebraska
68901.
SHARP TAPE DECK

In the Mar-Apr issue, page 55, TAPE
TIPS suggests short tapes to find
programs easily. The Sharp 11 55 tape
deck has an automatic program search
system that looks for blank spaces
between programs in either rewind or
fast forward. By saving a cOlllputer
program, then using the Sharp deck
pause control to insert 10 secs of blank
tape, the next program can be saved
and any program can be found by
counting the stops due to blank spaces.
It takes only seconds to find the 9th or
10th program on a tape. Jack Clark,
OxtOIl Hill , MD
PET -HAM INTERFACE

Ron Lodewyck, co-author of Commodore's Basic BASIC tutorial tape (a nice
job, from what we've heard) is offering
a PET -Ham interface called the M.65.
It allows you to send and receive Morse
code as well as rad io teletype code; it
is also a Morse code trainer. The hardware
plus software package is available in kit
form for $69.96, or $99.95 assembled.
For more infomlation, write Micro.
tronics, 5943 Pioneer Road, Hughson ,
CA 95326. Or telephone (209) 634-8888.

RS·232 PRINTER ADAPTER

.........................................................................

Connecticut microComputer announces
the first in a line of peripheral adapters PET LISTING CONVENTIONS
fo r the Commodore PET. The PET
ADApter model 1200 drives an RS.232 PET Program listings in People's Comprinter from the PET IEEE-488 bus. The puters employ the following conventions
PET ADA 1200 allows the PET owner to to represent characters that are difficult
obtain hard copy program listings, and to to print on a standard printer: Whenever
type letters, manuscripts, mailing labels, square brackets appe:ar in the listing.
tables of data, etc., using a standard neither the brackets Tlor the text they
RS-232 printer.
enclose should be typed IHerally. Instead,
the text between the br:ackets should be
The PET ADA model 1200 is available translated to keystrokes. For example,
assembled and tested, without power [CLR} means type the CLR key, [3
supplies, case, or RS-232 connector for DOWNJ means [DOWN, DOWN. DOWNJ
$98.50 (plus $5.00 for shipping and i.e., press the first CRSR key three times.
handling) or complete for $169 (plus
$5.00 for shipping and handling). Specify
baud rate when ordering. (300 baud is
PET BLOOPERS
:
supplied unless o therwise requested.)
Contact: Connecticut microComputer, • Woops! Several readers h:ave ill- •
I SO Pocono Rd., Brookfield, Ct ; (203) : fanned us that the PLOT p rogram :
775-9659
: by Philip Gash which we published :
• in last issue's (V7 , No.1) SPOT .
LIGHT PEN
: section will not run correctly as :
: published. Indeed, IUl es 560 and :
A self'contained light pen which plugs • 620 should be corrected as fol- •
directly into the Commodore PET 2001 • lows: (the underscore marks the •
user port has been announced by the 3G : corrected error);
:
Company . This light pen makes it pos- •
560 )i=D
•
sible to bypass the PET's keyboard and :
620 INPUT "MAX VALUE OF :
interact directly with the infonnation •
Y(X)": Y4
:
displayed on the CRT screen.
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Last issue, in my article on the
• 'PET Video Mixer,' I mistakenly
wrote that the three video signals
to be mixed into a composite
video output came from the PET
IEEE 488 · bus. This is NOT the
case; the signals actually come from
: pinouts on the PARALLEL USER
PORT. For references to the 'IEEE
488·bus' in the article and the
schematic diagram, one showd
: substitute
PARALLEL
USER
PORT. Also note that there is
: a drawing error in one of the wires
going to a pin on lei. The wire
that goes from the 20k ohm trim
• pot should have been drawn con·
• nected to pin 7 of Ie" not pin 6.
Indeed, the circuit will not work
properly if pin 6 instead of pin 7
is wired to +5 volts. Also omitted
from the schematic is indication
that the positive side of the 100
microfarad cap is connected to the
8·9V power supply through a 75
ohm resistor.

I

1

I
I
!:

1I HORSES...... ~~I\~~~s.:r.I\C>.L.E.FI .......
,

I

I

prints across the screen [rom left to right.
If you prefer a faster track (heh heh,

fornia. I met Andy at Q local PET User's

she mid, in [air imitation o/ye honorable

Group meen'ng; thanks for Jetting us
share your program with People's Computers' readers, Andy.

editor Kahn) 500 PRINT "/R VS, 40
SPACE, OFFj ";

i
•

.:

One friend who (n'ed out the game insisl'
ed upon whistling Ihe traditiOll1ll 'they're
off and running' music alice the horses
were al the gate. To allow time for this,
you may wish to insert a pause at the
appropriate time by including the line:
605 FOR X~l to 500: NEXT X
As pllblished, the 'track' for each horse in your program.
-PC

HORSES lets from I to 9 players bet 011
one of I 0 horses. Odds slart at J0 to J. If
a hone WillS, its odds go dow" by J; if
a hone loses, its odds incrense by I (see
lines 1140 and 1150).

:
:

i:

i

I

o

.1

L

Randall Julin, IS Poncetla Dr #322,
D~y

City, CA 94015 (415) 469,
1157 (O,y)(415)922·6946 (Hom.)
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610
620

630
640

650
660

670
HORSES

10

20
30
40
50

180
190

200
210
220
2]0

'"
250

,60
270

,80

i
j

........................

600

130
140
150
160
170

·1:

'90
300

I
I

•
I.

570
580
590

120

I:

I

560

80
90

j

I

550

100
110

One fellow PET user who used this
schematic to wire up his own
• video mixer pointed out to me
recently that thjs circuit does not ,.
work with all monitors. This
circuit, as is, will work only with
monitors (or modified TV circuits)
that require a POSITIVE video
voltage in. If you need a negative
video sync voltage for your parti·
cular monitor, then you could
substitute a 7404 or 7416 Ie for
IC). 7407 is an inverter IC and is
designed to produce a positive·
going
video
signal.
Besides
: determining whether you need a
.: positive or negative·going out.put :
signal for the mixer to your !
: monitor, you will also need to ..
experiment with what voltage level
works best with your particular
monitor. If you have further
• questions or want more infOnna
tion about the Video Mixer, please
contact me.

I.!

530
540

60
70

1

f

i

This horse- race game was written by 12year old Andy Stadler, of A/bany, Cali-

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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lIO
320
330

3"

350
360
370
380
390

400
410

420
430
440

-.

450
460
470

480
490

500
510

520

POKE 59468, 14

REM ***HORSES***BY ANDY STADLER***
FOR X-I TO 10: A(X)-10: NEXT X
PRINT "[ClR]"; SPC(10); "HORSES"
PR I NT "[3 DOWN] HAVE ALL PLAYERS PLAYED BEFORE?";
GET AS: IF AS-"" THEN 60
IF A$O"Y" AHD ASO"N" THEN 60

PRINT CHR$(ASC(AS)+128)
IF A$-"Y" THEN 230
PRINT "[UP] TH I S IS THE GAME OF HORSES .
IN IT,"
PRINT" [DOWN YOU BET ON ONE OF THE 10 HORSES. EACH"
PRINT" OOWN STARTS WITH ODDS OF 10:1 . IF A"
PRINT" DOWN HORSE WINS, ITS 0005 GO DOWN BY I."
PRINT" DOWN IF A HORSE LOSES A RACE ITS"
PRINT" DOWN ODDS GO UP BY 1. YOU START WITH 200"
PRINT" DOWN DOLLARS. EACH TIME YOU BET, TME "
PRINT" DOWN ONLY LIMIT IS YOUR BANKROLL!"
PRINT" 2 DOWN] 00 YOU UNDERSTAND?"
GET AS: IF AS""" THEN 190
IF AS<>"N"THEN 220
PRINT "n": PRINT "THEN FINO SOMEONE WHO DOES,
YOU S8\1": GOTO 1120
PRINT AS
PRINT "]CLRI"; SPC (10); "HORSES"
PRINT "[3 OOWN]HOW!1ANY PLAYERS (1-9)1 "i
GET B: IF B..O THEN 250
PRINT B
PRINT "lOOWNi": FOR X-I TO B
PR I NT "PLAYER l"iX;"NAME: ";: P$(X)-""
PRINT "I&,LEFT]";
GET XXS: IF XXS - "" THEN 300
IF ASC(XXS)-13 THEN PRINT "12 SPACEj": GOT0340
LET PS(X)-PS(X) +XXS: PRINT XXS;
GOTO 290
LET B(X) - 200: NEXT X
PRINT " fCLRJ"; SPC (10); "HORSES"
PR I NT" 2 DOWN[THE HORSES ARE: [DOWN]"
RESTORE
FOR X-I TO 10
READ AS
PRINT "I"; X; ": ";AS;TAB(25)j"000S:";A(X);"TO 1"
NEXT X: PR I NT" [DOWNI";
FOR X-I TO B: IF 8(X)<_O THEN 470
PR I NT PS(X)j", I HORSE, BET";: INPUT C.D
IF C(1 OR 010 OR 0(0 OR O>B(X) THEN 460
LET Z(X) - C: LET Y(X)-D: GOTO 470
PRINT "[upl"; : GOTO 430
NEXT X
PRINT "[CLR, 2 OOWN/";
FOR X-I TO II
FOR Q-I TO 40
PRINT "[RVS, SPACE, OFF]";
NEXT Q

680
690
700
710

720

730
740

750
760
770

780
790

800
810
320
830
840

850
860
870

880
890

900
910

920
930
940

950
960
970
980

999
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1115
1120
1130
1140
1150
!160
1170

PRINT "[DOWN]";
NEXT X
PRINT" [HOME]"
PRINT "[2 DOWN}";
FOR X-I TO 10
LET C(X)-!
PRINT X; "[2 DOWN, 3 LEFT)";
NEXT X
PRINT "(HOME] ";
REM***THEV'RE OFF!***
PRINT "THEY'RE OFF! [4 SPACE, HOME]";
LET W.. INT (IO*RND(1)+l): IF C(5) - 5 THEN
PRINT "[HOME , 13 SPACE,[HOME]";
FOR X~1 TO (W*2)+1
PRINT "[00WN1";
NEXT X
LET C(W)-C(W)+l
PRINT SPC(C(w)-J); W; "[HOME]";
IF C(W)<39 THEN 640
PRINT "THE WINNER:";:RESTORE:FOR X-I TO W
READ AS: NEXT X: PRINT AS;" (NO . "; W;")":
FOR X-I TO 5000:NEXT X
REM**COMPUTE WINS AND LOSSES**
PRINT "[CLR) ";:FOR X-I TO B: IF 8(X)~0 THEN 810
PRINT" [DOWN] ";PS(X);",YOU ";
IF Z(X)-W THEN PRINT "WON";
IF Z(X)<>W THEN PRINT "LOST";
IF Z{X)-W THEN PRINT A(W)*V(X);
IF Z(X)<>W THEN PRINT V(X);
PRINT "DOLLARS."
NEXT X
FOR X-I TO B: IF B(X)<-O THEN 860
IF Z(X)-W THEN LET 8(X)-B{X)+(A(W)*Y(X»
IF Z(X)<>W THEN LET B(X) " B(X)-Y(X)
IF B(X)<-O THEN PRINT "(OOWN]"; PS(X);
" YOU BUSTED I"
NEXT X
FOR X-I TO 5000:NEXT x
PRINT "[CLR, 6 SPACE] THE STANDINGS: [DOWN]":
LET Q-O
FOR X-I TO 8: IF B(X)<-O THEN 920
PRI NT P$ (xl; TA8 (10); "S"; B(X)
GOTO 930
Q-Q+ 1 : GOTO 940
Z9-X
NEXT X: IF Q-B-I AND 8>1 GOTO 1110
IFGl"-B THEN PRINT "YOU'RE ALL DEAD!": END
PR I NT" (DOWN] ANOTHER ROUNO? ";
GET A$: IF AS .."" GOTO 970
IF AS<>"V" AND A$<>"N" GOTO 970
IF AS"'''Y'' GOTO 1130
PRINT AS: GOTO 1170
DATA "FIREBALL"
DATA "SEATTLE SLOW"
DATA "ZAPPING ZING"
DATA "FRED'S FOLLY"
DATA ''WORRYSOHE WART"
DATA "HElL'S ANGEL"
DATA "HEAVEN'S DEVIL"
DATA "TELLY'S SON"
OATA ''WHAT A'HOPE!"
DATA "KEEP WISHING!"
PRINT "[.3 DOW~"j PS(Z9);",YOU WON!!J WITH S";
B (Z9): "!!"
PRINT "JOLLV GOOD SHOW!!"
GOTO 1170
FOR X-I TO 10
IF X~W THEN A(X)-A{X)-I
IF X<>W THEN A(X)-A(X)+1
NEXT X: GOTO 350
PRINT"
DOWN] COME AGAIN SOON! !":ENQ

[3
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BY M.e. HOFHEINZ

M.e

Hojheim' 'kids' programs are t!ef
initeJy for kids of aU ages. In a prevlo~
issue we published several shorl graphICS

prog,'oms; here's a word-oriented ~ne.
Nole thilt in lines 2000 and 2002, vanous
numbers of blimks aTe inserted to keep
worrls [rom being pn'r/ted partly on one
line and partly on another. The progra~
requires more than one scTeer/full to dISplay all the combinations for 5- and 6·

20
30
40
SO
100
lS0
200
300
400
SOo
600
700
710
715
800

80S
900
90S
910
91S
920
990
1000
102S
1100
122S
12S0
14S0
1500
1800
1820
2000
2002
200S
2010
2020
2030
2050
2070
2100
2200
2300
2400
48

REM: PROGRAM NAME rlJUMBlE H
lener words. You may wish to study
REM: WRITTEN BY M.C. HOFHEINZ
some of the combinations before they
REM: STOCKTON CALIF, MAY 1,1978
scroll QuI of sight: just press the STOP
REM: ASSIGN A Z(Y) VALUE TO EACH LETTER
"
key. To continue, type the word C'ONT
PRINT "TYPE ANY WORO OF 6 OR FEWER LETTERS
then press the rerum key.
- PC
INPUT N$
FOR Y-l TO LEN (N$)
Another program for the kids. nus one
Z$(Y) - MIO$(N$,Y,ll
takes any word (or number) up to 6
NEXT Y
characters and prints out every posREM: START NESTEO LOOPS TO INTERCHANGE LETTERS
sible combination of those characters.
FOR A-l TO LEN(N$)
The program was originally designed to
FOR B-1 TO LEN(N$)
help my kids solve the JUMBLE
REM: LEN(N$)TESTS FOR WOROS SHORTER THAN 6 LETTERS scrambled word puzzle which appears
IF LEN(N$)(3 THEN 1000
in the San Francisco Chronicle , and
FOR C-l TO LEN (N$)
other papers.
IF LEN(N$)(4 THEN 1000
A peculiarity of the PET makes it neees.
FOR 0-1 TO LEN(N$)
sary
to use A, B, C, 0, E, and G (not F)
IF LEN(N$)<S THEN 1000
'F OR' merges into FOR and prosince
FOR E-l TO LEN(N$)
duces a SYNTAX ERROR (see line
IF LEN(N $)(6 THEN 1000
1820). This is due to the fact that FOR is
FOR G-l TO LEN(N$)
an
instruction word.
0
REM: SORT SO THAT EACH LETTER IS PRINTED ONLY ONCE
IF A-B THEN 2300
IF LEN(N$)(3 THEN 2000
IF A-C OR B-C THEN 2200
IF LEN(N$)(4 THEN 2000
IF A:D or B=D or C-O THEN 2100
IF LEN(N$)(S THEN 2000
IF A-E OR B-E OR C-E OR DoE THEN 2070
IF LEN(N$)(6 THEN 2000
IF A-G OR B-G OR CoG OR O-G OR E-G THEN 2050
PRINT Z$(A); Z$(B); Z$(C); Z$(O); Z$(E); Z$(G); ""; :IF LEN(N$)-S
THEN PRINT II 11;
IF LEN(N$)-6 THEN PRINT" ";
IF LEN(N$)(3 THEN 2300
IF LEN(N$)(4 THEN 2200
IF LEN(N$)(S THEN 2100
IF LEN(N$ )(6 THEN 2070
NEXT G
NEXT E
NEXT 0
NEXT C
NEXT B
NEXT A
PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS

BY THE DRAGON

The Dragon (alulS Bob Albrecht) started
this magazille in J9n. For its first four
years, when it was an oversized, funky
newspaper called
lie was also the
editor. Recently, the Dragon lUIS become
interested in setting up and nmlling
fantasy games for children. Dragonsmoke
is his fornm for shJ1rillg illfonnation alld
ideas ill this regard. - OK

pcc.

The world of fantasy role-playing games
is growing rapidly -perhaps as rapidly
as the world of personal computing.
And, slowly, the two worlds are blending,
especially in the San Francisco Bay Area.
We expect to see lots of computer activities at Pacific Encounters, a fantasy and
science fiction games cOllvention in San
Mateo, CA on Labor Day weekend. We'll
be there and will report on what
happened.
In the meantime , here is an outstanding
resource for you people (or other
creatures) who want to get started in
fantasy role playing adventure games.
RUNEQUEST
By Steve Perrin and Friends

Aha! Finally, a book a begillller can
read and understand. This book is superb .
It tells you what a fantasy role-playing
game is, how to create an 'adventurer',
speUs out the mechanics of playing, tells
much about magic- and lots more. Inter·
laced throughout the book are the sagas
of Rurik the Restless, Ariella the Priestess
and other adventurers. These sagas are
specific examples of how the game might
occur as it is played. Beautiful! Here are
some excerpts:

WHAT IS A FANTASY
ROLE · PLA YING GAME?

A role-ployillg game is agame of character
development, Simulating the process of
personal development commonly called
'life. ' 17le ployer acts a role ill a fantasy
envirollment, just as he might act a rote
as a character in a play. In fact, when
ployed with jU$( poper and pencil 011 the
game board of the ployer's imagination, it
hos been called 'improvisotjonal radio
theatre. ' If ployed with metal and plastic
figurilles, jt becomes improvisotionol
puppet tlleatre. However it is piJIyed,
the primary purpose is to have fun.
SOCIOLOGICAL BASE

Giorontha is an Ancient Period and early
Dark Ages world. It hils far more to do
w;th Mesopotamia, Ancient Chino,
Hyboria, and Lankllmar thall it does with
Medie)!Q1 Europe, Le Mort' D'Arthur, or
the eorolingian Cycle. Its heroes are
eo,Ul1IS, Grey Mousers, alld Rustums, not
Lallcelots, Percivau, alld Rolonds.
Ulllike the worlds ill other role ploying
games, there is no Alignmellt, as such.
People have allegiances to notions, cities,
religions, and tribes, not to abstract
concepts. It is also possible for people
withjll the game to survive Quite well with
no allegiances whatever except to themselves.
In GiorontJuz, the gods, in the fonns of
their followers alld cults, play an active
and importallt part in more mojor events.

However, most gods are complementary,
and rarely oppose each other directly.
Only the gods of Power are actively
antagonistic, and even then only within
their own spheres of illterest.
PURPOSE OF THE GAME

The title of the game, RUNEQUEST,
describes its goal The ployer creates
one or more choracten, known as AdveJ1turen, and ploys them in various JCenarios
desig1Jed by a Referee. The Adventurer
has tile use of combat, magic, and other
skills to survive and gain glory, ad)!Qncement in his skl1ls, and treasure. The
Referee has the use ofassorted momten,
traps, alld his own wicked imaginotifJn to
keep the Adventurer from his goal within
the rules of the games. A surviving Adventurer gains experience in fIghting, mogic,
and other skills. as well as money to
purchase further training.
The Adventurer progresses in this way
until he is $0 profICient that he comes to
the attentioll of the High Priests, Sages,
alld Gods. At this point he has the
option to jOin a Rune Cult. Joining such
a cult gives him manyadvalllages, not the
least of which is aid from the god of the

cult
Acquiring a RUlle by jOining such a cult
is the goal of the game, for only in
gathering a Rune maya character take
the next step. up into the ranks of Hero,
and perhaps Superhero.

Price: $8. Available from: The Chaosium,
PO Box 6302,Dept P,A1bany , CA 94706.
SEPT-OCT
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design and produce Terrell's 'dream machine'. Howell Ivy,
another fonner Ramtek employee~ now Exidy vice pres·
ident of Engineering, designed and engineered the computer
last winter and spring. Exidy dubbed its computer 'The
Sorcerer™: and announced it early in June~just in time
for the National Computer Conference in Anaheim. Indeed,
with a prototype Sorcerer and a breadboarded color version
of the machine on display in the Personal Computing Section
of NCC, Exidy conjured up considerable interest.

\[1!)~
~~U~QE~tm

of<!En11B~
BY BOB KAHN

One of the interesting features of the lIP 9830 was its plug -in
ROM cartridges which allowed the user to add embe~lis~mcnts
such as matrix operations and strings to the machmc s stan·
dard BASIC. Knowing that ROMs would get much cheaper
and that eventually they would contain entire languages, Yob
et al. came up with the notion of developing cartridge pack
ROMs and RAMs which could be plugged into the mainframe
of a home computer. The article listed several possible ROM
cartridges including programming languages (BASIC,
PILOT . . . ), games, home applications and a few other
esoteric odds and ends. Finally, Yob hopefully predicted that
a minimum unit (keyboard + mainframe wth 16K RAM
cartridge and a 'starter set' of ROMs) should cost about
$500.

PCC published this article more than a year befo.re MITS
announced the ALTAIRTM. Four years later several 'consumer's home computers' did, indeed, appear on the market~

first from Conunodore, and shortly thereafter from Radio
Shack, with other manufacturers preparing in the wings.
Abracadabra ... Out of the Hat Comes ... Exidy's Sorcerer!
Eagerly watching this consumer market from his excellent
vantage point as fou nder of BYTE Computer Stores (now
BYTE Industries) was Paul Terrell (see PC, Vol. 6, No.5 ,
pp. 28 . 3 1). With· the acumen of a true wizard , Terrell closely
monitored the successes and failu res of various personal com·
puters. In particular, he zeroed in on t~e PET, TRS·80 .a.nd
SOL, paying close attention to graphiCS and ~daptabildY
features. Closely paralleling the 1973 PCC notIOn, Terrell
started formulating the feat ures and specificialions of a com·
puter to be priced on the 'consumer range' but that could
also satisfy the needs of hobbyists, bus!nessmen. and
computer professionals as well as non·techmcally onented
consumers.
To actualize his 'dream machine' , Terrell, (having sold BYTE
Industries to Logical Machines) joined forces w!th ~xid~,
Inc in November, 1977. Behind Bally and Atan, EXldy IS
the· third largest manufacturer of coin operated video games
in the country. It was founded by H.R. 'Pete' Kau~fman, a
fonner prinCipal of Ramtek Corp., manufacturer ofl1lgh reso·
lution graphic systems. Exidy is privately owned and located
in Sunnyvale, California-in the heart of Silicon Valley.
Exidy fonned a Data Products (i.e. computer) Division, with
Terrell as marketing manager, which set out early in 1978 to

An artist's depiction of " pel"$onal computer whic h connocu to a horne TV '0'
~. (F-"'''' PCC , Vol . 2, No . ' . ,"pt. 1973. p. 5). Notice the
rt!semblance to en HP 9830 Desk·ttIP Computer with plug·in ROM and RAM cartridges.
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The Sorcerer comes with a dual cassette interface with software selectable data rates of 300 or 1200 BAUD. It will
accept cassette tapes directly from a SOL-20 and from
General Recording Tape (GRT) Corporation' s G-2 library
of BASIC applications programs-among others.
The Sorcerer is based on the Z·80 microprocessor. It has a
parallel I/O interface which is directly compatible with a
Centronics line printer; it also has an RS·232 serial interface
and thus may be used as an intelligent tenninal connected to
a host computer via MODEM and telephone at either 300 or
1200 BAUD. The Sorcerer is compatible with the S-100 bus;
a 6-slot S-100 expansion unit may be added to the basic
computer. The Sorcerer is directly compatible with a Hitachi
TV/Monitor or with Exidy's high resolution video monitor.
Up to two cassette recorders may be connected.

A REPORT ON AN EXCITING NEW PERSONAL COMPUTER

A BYTE Of History . Five years ago, in the September, 1973
(Vol 2, No 1) issue of this magazine - whc.n it ,was
still called peC-Gregory Yab wrote an article entilled: Buy
Your TV Set Something Nice , Like a Computer.' In that
article Yah presented a set of design and construction ideas
regarding a consumer's computer that could be connected to
a home TV set like video games. Yob, Bob Albrecht and others
at PCC brainstormed these ideas while playing with a $12,000
BASle-speaking Hewlett-Packard 9830 Desk Top Computer.

by 30 lines in an S by 8 fonnat. This works out to 512 by
240 points which may be addressed in graphics mode.

The E;o:idy Sorcl!rt!rTM with BASIC ROM Pac TM protruding on the right
sidEl of thEl machine.
The Sorcerer's Magic. Looking at the Sorcerer from a distance
or in a photograph, it resembles a number of currently available micro· computer systems such as the Apple II , the TRSSO and particularly, the SOL; it is basically a typewriter·
style ASCII keyboard with separate 16 key numeric pad
mounted in a molded case, When plugged into a video display
(not included) and a cassette recorder (also not included), the
Sorcerer becomes a fully functioning computer system. But
even at a distance, the Sorcerer has one immediately notice·
able feat ure that distinguishes it from ellery other micro
computer system currently on the market: plugged into the
right side of the machine is the Sorcerer's 16K ROM Pac or
or plug.in cartridge ROM. Just as proposed in the 1973 PCC
article, this plug. in ROM Pac allows the user to easily change
programming languages or to plug in specific applications such
as a text editor. The Sorcerer comes with a Standard BASIC
ROM Pac containing version 4.52 of Microsoft BASIC. ROM
Pacs for other languages (such as Z·SO assembly language,
APL, PILOT, FORTRAN and COBOL) and for specific
applications such as word proceSSing are currently under
development ; an EPROM Pac which allows the user to create
hls own plug.in application is also available. In addition to
the 16K ROM Pac, the Sorcerer has 4K internal ROM con·
taining an operating system with a power·on monitor program
and SK of RAM for use r program space; the 8K RAM is
internally expandable to 32K.
Looking more closely at the keyboard , the Sorcerer has even
more magical powers. TIle keyboard provides a full set of
12S standard (upper and lower case) ASCII characters as well
as a set of 64 graphlcs characters (much like those on the
Commodore PET) and yet another set o f 64 characters that
may be defined by the user. The Sorcerer can display a total
of 1920 characters on the screen at one time in 64 characters

Looking Up the Sorcerer's Sleeve. The Sorcerer comes completely assembled and factory tested and is priced at $895
including the Standard BASIC ROM Pac and 8K user RAM
~but without video monitor or cassette recorder. The high
resolution 12" monitor from Exidy is listed at $299, and cas·
sette recorders can run from $30 to +300+. Thus, if you don't
happen to have an appropriate TV or cassette recorder around,
a minimum Exidy computer system will cost between $1100
and $ 1400, putting the Sorcerer more in the price range of
an Apple II than a PET or TRS-80.
The Sorcerer comes with an operation manual and a BASIC
programming manual. Exidy plans to market the Sorcerer
through computer stores across the country. The standard
warranty on the machine is 90 days (parts and labor), and
machines are expected to be serviced through the stores where
they were purchased.
Exidy is currently busily designing a 256 by 256 eight color
version of the system which will require the S·100 expansion
unit and two S·100 boards for operation. It will have a
standard video output signal so that it can be plugged in
directly to a color TV/mOnitor. The company is also de·
signing a floppy disk-based system which will be available
by the end of this year.

As it stands, the Sorcerer appears to be the most well-designed
personal computer currently on the market in its price range.
It is not exactly a 'consumer item' at 150% tJle cost of a
TRS-80 or a PET ~ nor in tenns of its rather limited marketing and distribution set up. But it certainly will be a strong
contender in the personal compu ter marketplace, and we look
forward to trying one out and bringing readers of People's
0
Computers a first hand report on its magical powers.

SORCERER and ROM Pac are registered trademarks of
Exidy, Inc.
SEPT ·OCT
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
HARDWARE

right now. Load your records from the
Compuco!or IJ to a diskette and you've
got a permanent record of all your
personal business transactions.

includes a Basic interpreter in ROM on
the board. The Nibbler is also an easily
progranuned intelligent controller for
industrial applications.

Prices start at $795. A full-blown
Compucolor II grapruc system with 32K
is priced at $2395. For further informatio n please contact: Joy Baker, Compucolor Corporation, 5965 Peachtree
Corners East, Norcross, Georgia 30071.
(404) 449-5961.

The Nibbler, a single board microcomputer, is built around the National
Semiconductor SC/MP-II microprocessor
and N IB L, a 4K Basic interpreter, in read
only memory. 2K bytes of random access
memory are provided for user programs,
allowing programs of up to approximately
60 average statements to be run.

TERAK COMPUTER

CQMPUCOLOR 11 Personal Computing ill Color

Compucolor Corporation announces the
latest
in
personal computers - the
CompucoJor II, or 'The Renaissance
Machine'.
The Compucolor II , available in 5 models,
will have it s own 8-color, 13-inch
diagonal display, a typewriter-like keyboard with 3-key rollover. SOSOA CPU,
4K to 32K Memory (depending on the
mode!), and the only built-in high
reliability mini-disk drive mass storage
de vice available on a home computer.
Moreover, Compucolor II supports
BASIC 8001.
Compucolor has developed a complete
games library on diskeUes designed to
lake advantage of the Compucolor
II's advanced color graphics hardware .
For example, StarTrek, Blackjack , Chess,
Checkers, Othello, Biorhythms, and educational games like Math Tutor are
available. However, the new Compucolor
II does more more than play games;
it is a full-fledged microcomputer system
with the power to handle complex
tasks-home budgeting, for instance.
Programs for checkbook balancing and
income tax compilation are available
52
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TERAK is a complete, stand·a1one.
microcomputer system based on UEe's
LSI·l i. It includes 56K Bytes of RAM,
single floppy disk, serial interface, video
electronics, 12" CRT and keyboard.
It is designed as a graphics system using
a 320 X 240 bit map. Text is displayed
24 lines X 80 characters. Text and
graphics can be displayed simultaneously. A complete disk operating system
is available including single and multi·
user BASIC, FORTRAN IV, APl,
PASCAL. Hardware is priced at $7850,
software is priced separately. Contact
TERAK Corporation, 14425 N Scolls·
dale Rd Suite 100, Scottsdale, AZ 85260.

The Nibbler is not a kit; it's an assembled
and tested finished product.
The Nibbler is priced at $149.95, and a
detailed
hardware/software
manual
for the Nibbler is available from Digi.
Key for $5.00. Contact: Digi-Key Corporation, PO Box 677, Thief River Falls,
MN 56701 (218)681-6674.

NIBBLER
TIle 'Nibbler' is a low cost home/hobby
computer. It's easy to use because it

• STARTREK 80 (Level I, 16K and
Levell!) - $7.9~
TIlis program contains all the standard
STAR TREK features including short
and long range scans, warp engines,
photon torpedoes and phasers. It also
includes an experimental death ray,
self-destruct. damage control, super·
novas and random events that may
take 6 weeks of play to discover.

Five diskettes comprise the Software
Library. The first contains the Disk
Operating System and 20K Extended
BASIC. Multi-statement lines and multidimension arrays arc incorporated. The
second diskette contains several games
including lUNAR, HORSE RACE and
BLACKJACK with room left for uscrs
to add their own. Disk #3 contains
a Small Business Accoullting Package
which includes programs for financial
analysis, mailing list , inventory, and
more. Disks #4 and #5 arc blank so
systems users may en ter their own
programs. Contact: Computer Data Sys·
tems, 5460 Fairmont Drive, Wilmington,
DE 19808. (302) 738-0933_

•

SOFTWARE
TRS-80 PROGRAMS
Farrell Enterprises has annOllnced the
availability of the follOwing programs for
the TRS-80:

PORTABLE MICROCOMPUTER
Adaptive Systems, Inc, announces a
battery operated microcomputer, Model
6000. It is a PDP-8 class of computer
using an fM 6100 microprocessor, which
executes the PDP-8/E inst ructio n set.
It TUns up 10 8 hours battery operating
lime on one ch arge. For information
contact: Adaptive Systems, Inc, PO Box
1481 , Pompano Beach, Fl 33061.

mainframe incorporates the 8085 CPU,
24K static RAM and a serial I/O port WiUl
RS·233 connector. The VERSATILE 4
expands on this system by providing 32K
static RAM and 315K bytes of storage.
Operating software is supplied with both
{mits and includes 20K Extended BASIC
by Micropolis, a Disk Operating System
and a complete software library of
demonstration programs.

VERS ATILE 3B OR VERSATILE 4 :
FU LL OPERATING SYSTEM IN A
SINGLE UNIT
Computer Data Systems of Wilm ington,
Delaware has announced availability of
their disk based computer systems, the
VERSATILE 38 and their expanded
verSion, the VERSATILE 4. This single
unit computer combines a 9"video
screen with 24x80 display, built·in
mini-floppy disk drive with l43K bytes
of storage, upper/lower case alphanumeric
keyboard , separate numberic keypad and
all electronics within a single durable
The
computer
plastic
enclosure.

• MAGAZINE CATALOGING PROGRAM: (Level II only) - $7.98
This program allows you to catalog
your library of magazines and search
your libarary by magazine title, issue,
article name, subject maller, author
and certain combinations of these
parameters. The program is easily
modified for disk systems.
•

ELECTRON IC DESK CALENDAR
(program is free is ordered with the
Magazine Cataloging Program)
(Level II only) - $7.98. This program calculates the day of the week
for any date from 1582 on ; also allows
you to write yourself a note or reminder which will be flashed on the screen
on a particular date you specify.

DUNGEON ADVENTURE (Level II,
16K only) - $9.95
This program is too large to fit on one
cassette. It allows you to descend into
a dungeon in search of valuable treasure guarded by incredible monste rsthe deeper you go, the bigger the treasure ... and the more fearsome the
monsters. Special programming tech·
niques allow for later add · ons such as
different dungeons, new monsters and
more magic spells.

Address orders (California residents include 6% sales tax) and inquiries to
Farrell Enterprises, P.O. Box 4392,
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

System includes one Diskette and Release 3 North Star Basic and DOS with
NORTHSHAREtm Supervisor and Documentation Package. Price is $48. Byte
Shop of Westminster, 14300 Beach Blvd.,
Westminster, CA 92683; (714) 894·
9131.

PILOT ON NORTHSTAR DISK
Through the kind cooperation of the
author, Dr. Jolm Starkweather, the
source code for 8080 PI LOT is now available in machine readable foml from the
North Star Software Exchange. The price
is $9.50 including the cost of the disk·
ette. The diskette also includes a remarks
me and an executable me containing a
preliminary version of PILOT modified
to run with the North Star DOS. This
file also includes the standard PILOT
demonstration program.
Anyone interested may order diskette
NSSE5 from:
North Star Software Exchange
2547 Ninth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710

TRS-80 LEVEL II SOfTWARE
The Microware Division of Physical
Biological Sciences, Ltd. has customized
two well· tested programs, I) Mailing List
and 2) Inventory Management, for use on
the TRS·80 Level II system. Each program costs $8.95 and comes packaged
as a cassette with a 36 page user booklet.
These programs are available at local
computer stores or from MICROWARE
DIVISION - PBS, Ltd., P.O. 47. Blacksburg, VA 24060 .

TIME-SHARE FOR NORTH STAR
A Time·Share Disk BASIC System is now
available for users of the North Star Flop·
pyDisk System. Designed to operate with
either 8080 or Z · 80 processors, NORTH·
SHAREtm provides up to four independent users with selectable memory
partitions and buffered terminal outputs.
Minimum memory requirements for operation are 24K bytes. There are no
special hardware requirements outside of
additional terminals and 110 ports to
support the multiple users.

MICROSOFT'S COBOL-SO
Microsoft has announced the fmt COBOL
for S080/Z-80IB085 microprocessor systems. COBOL-80 conforms to the 1974
ANSI standard, thus giving uscrs immediate access to programs already written in
COBOL. AU Level I features and the
most useful Level 2 options for the
'Nucleus' and for Sequential, Relative and
Indexed file handling facilities are included. Additionally, Levell Table Handling,
Library and Inter-Program Communica·
tion facilities are provided. Of the ad·
vanced level 2 features, Microsoft has
included the verbs STRING, UNSTRING,
COMPUTE, SEARCH and PERFORM
(varying/until), along with condition
specification by way of condition- names,
cOfnpound conditions and abbreviated
conditions. COBOL-80 allows a packed
decimal data representation to conserve
memory on floppy disks.
The COBOL-80
system consists of
two packages: a compiler for translating
source code into relocatable object code,
and a runtime system containing standard
SEPT·OCT
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...
routines needed by the object code at
execution time. The whole system may
be run in less than 32K bytes. Rate of
compilation is 250 lines per minute.
Complete documentation is supplied with

OTHE R

1978. Subscriptions, correspondence and
programs should be sent to the Recreational Programmer, Box 2571, Kalamazoo, MI 49003

the system or may be purchased separately for $20. COBOL·SO is available off
the shelf to run under the CP/M and
ISIS-\1 operating systems for $750 per

copy. Microsoft, 300 San Mateo, NEt
Suite 8 19, Albuquerque, NM
(50S) 262 -1486.

87108;

8080 TEXT PROCESSING SYST EM

Technical Systems Consultants, Inc. an·
nounces availability of its 8080 TEXT

PROCESSING SYSTEM which allows the
use of over 50 commands for special text
fo rmatting applications. The commands
included will support multiple spacing,
Icft margin control, indenting, the ability
to save contiguous text, paging, left hand
justification, right hand only justification,
left and right justincation, centering, no·
fill modes, page numbering, printing of
left , right, or centered titles, and line
length control. The TSC TEXT PROCES·
SING SYSTEM will also output numbers
in either Arabic, capital Roman numerals,
or small Roman numerals. Tab columns
may be defmed as well as the tab character and tab fill character.
An external editor is required as no edit·
ing functions are included. The TSC Text
Processor resides in just over 8K begin·
ning at 1000 hex plus filespace. The full
manual including an 'Introduction to
Text Processing', user's guide, and fully
commented assembled source listing is
priced at $32.00 An Intel ASCII format
paper tape is available for an additional
$9.00. Contact Technical Systems Consultants, Inc., Box 2574, West Lafayette,
Indiana 4 7906.

PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS
The Personal Computer News is a month·
ly newsletter edited by Donald L. Wallace,
and is published from Dayton, Ohio. PCN
is dedicated entirely to a variety of reader
services, and contains no paid advertise·
ments. PCN features a regular news column
detailing developments in the micro-compuler industry and related technologies;
objective product and software evaluations geared to the small businessman and
the hobbyist alike; and two features due
to commence this summer include a PCNoperational Software Exchange and a
Trading Post classified advertisement
section. In addition, a Software Sources
listing culls the latest entrepreneurial
offerings from the microcomputer m,edia,
and an Index to Computer· Related Art·
icles cross -references features in the popular computerist magazines. Subscription
Rates: $9/year in the US; $15/year in
Canada and Mexico; and $24/year over·
seas. Personal Computer News, PO Box
425, Dayton, Ohio 45419

THE RECREATIONAL
PROGRAMMERTM
The Recreatiofl1li Programmer is a new
magazine devoted to leisure uses for computers and programmable calculators . It
is based on the column of the same name
that ran in the Jourfl1li of the HP-65
User's Club. The Recreational Program·
mer is an international forum for sharing
programming ideas and stimulating diversions; it is geared to the interests of
its readers and is not aimed at anyone
type of machine or logic system - AOS,
RPN, Tiny BASIC, PILOT or FORTRAN
can aU be used to share ideas. Programs
published in the RecretJtiollal Programmer will be accompanied by a written
explanation in clear, logical language
so that they may be adapted to any
system.
The Recreatiollol Programmer will be
available bi-monthly by subscription
for $12 per year (S I 5 foreign) with the
charter issue starting in September,
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SPHERE USERS NEWSLEITER
The Sphere Microcomputer User's Newsletter will be startin~ its third year of
publication. The newsletter is mailed
six times a year. It contains Hardware
and Software features of primary interest
to Sphere Microcomputer owners but
also of great interest to any M6800 com·
puter owner. Subscribers should remit
SI2.00 domestic or SI6.00 Foreign to
Programma Consultants, P.O. Box 70127
Los Angeles, CA 90070. Co-editors are:
Roger J. Spot! and Jeffrey Brownstein,
13975 Connecticut Avenue, Wheaton,
MD 20906.

RCA COSMAC MAGAZINE
A new magazine and club to support the
RCA 1802 COSMAC is QUESTDATA.
Owners of Elf, Super Elf, Elf II, COs.
MAC VIP, COSMAC Development System or Homebrew 1802 will find many
programs, applications, and experiments
for their microcomputer in each issue
of QUESTDATA.
QUESTDATA will be showing the complete RCA instruction set and how to
build interesting programs for: graphics,
control, games, and business purposes.
Coverage will be given to Tiny BASIC,
Elf Expansion Possibilities (memory,
cassette I/O, etc.), light pens, reader
questions and music programs.
QUESTDATA is published monthly.
Annual subscriptions are $12, available from QUESTDATA, P.O. Box 4430,
Santa Clara, CA 95054. Foreign subscriptions, with the exception of Canada
and Mexico, are $6 extra for mailing.

RADIO
NOTES

SHACK

COMPUTER USER

This non· profit, no advertising user's
newsletter is published monthly and

serves both neophite and experienced
computer user. Published independently
of Tandy Corp., these user notes disseminate news of interest to TRS-80
users, whether it is from Tandy, o ther
vendors or from computer users. The
publishers have experience with other
similar newsletters. The subscription
price is $10 for 12 issues in the US
($ 18 overseas), payable to Bookmakers,
Box 158, San Luis Rey, CA 92068.

TRS-80 BULLETIN AND SOFTWARE
Please consider this a response to your
'CaU for Distributors'. SoftSell Unlimited
is a new entry in the micro· processor
software arena , currently featuring software for the Radio Shack TRS·80
exclusively.
SoftSell has a twofold objective. TIle
first objective is to provide TRS-80
owners practical and profitable applications for business and education. The
second objective is to provide a newsletter to help the neophyte programmer and
the advanced hobbyist know more about
his TRS-BO. This is accomplished through
our 'SOFTSELL BULLETIN'. It will
initially be a quarterly offering and
the annual subSCription fee is four dollars.
My real personal interest, though, is in
educational aspects of micro-processors.
I am currently developing a reading comprehension series for grades three to five
and a very basic introduction to computers in the form of a video and audio
approach to operating the TRS-80 for
primary students. We are looking for
programs in the educational field, and we
would be glad to list them in our program library. We are always soliciting
authors for programs (but please spare
us the common games). I am interested
in those games that will educate, particularly games that pit the operator against
the computer. Ronald D. Stange, SoftSell Unlimited, P.O. Box 145, Lithonia,
GA 30058.

PET WORKBOOK
A workbOOk, 'Getting Started with Your
PET' is now available to PET users who

are anxious to put their PETs to work ,
but have suffered from a lack of docu·
mentation. The beginners workbook supplements the documentation provided by
Commodore, covering the fundamentals
of PET BASIC. The descriptive text is
heavily laced with step-by-step, detailed
exercises including the expected PET
response.
Other workbooks covering advanced
topics are also available. These topics
include string handling, arrays and
looping, graphics, cursor control, PEEK
and POKE, Memory, programmed cassette I/O, real time clock, and linkage to
assembly language subroutines.
The Company also provides PET software
on cassettes. Contact: Total Information
Services, P.O. Box 921, Los Alamos, NM
87544_

PET NEWS LEITER

TRANSACTION, a bi-monthly publication, is a new newsletter for owners
of the Commodore PET. Contact:
TRANSACTION, P.O. Box 461, Philipsburg, PA 16806.

S MINUTE CASSEITES AND
CASSETTE DUPUCA TION
Microse1te Company, manufacturer of
premiwn quality audio cassettes announ·
ces the availability of custom made 50
foot (C-IO) cassettes and cassette duplic·
ation services for the TRS·80, PET and
other personal/home computers. The 50
foot cassettes run approximately S minutes per side (significantly reducing reo
wind time) and are priced as follows
from Microsette:
_pI" 1) - $ '-00
10-pack - $7.50
100-pack - $58.00
(Californians add 6% sales tax)
These cassettes are also available in local
computer stores.
Microselte will duplicate cassette programs in any volume from looto 100,000
and guarantee each cassette for 60 days.
Prices start at SI.00 each which includes the cassette, box, unaffixed blank
labels and shipping anywhere in the US.

Contact Microsette Co., 777 Palomar
Ave., SuunyvaJe, CA 94086.

NUTRN ALUETM
This practical home application of computers enables users to analyze recipes,
meal plans, and daily or weekly menus
for their nutritional content.
NUTRlV ALUE I is written in BASIC
without string variables and includes
Nutrient data for 53 ingredients. NtrrRlVALUE U utilizes string functions and
stores nutrient data in a me external to
the program.
Both programs are available with a data
base of 100 or 200 ingredients. The Level
I program is available in listing for S10.,
on paper tape with list for $13. The Level
U listing is $30; a tape or cassette is $35
(add $10 for 200 ingredients). NUTRIVALUE is available at your local computer store or from Consult us, P.O. Box
86, Arlington, MA 02174.

CALCULATOR USER'S CLUB
A number of readers of the newsletter
CALCULATOR LlB have organized The
Liberated Calculator·user's Club, a truly
universal, independent non-profit group
of ca1culator users (regardless of the make
of the calculator,) dedicated to exploring
the limits of the state of the art of calculator-mathematics. The overall goal is
to profit mutually from all members'
knowledge of calculators and related
fields, and create a forum that allows
club members to meet and identify with
each other's interests. At this moment
the Club needs volunteer members to act
as officers in the editorial committee,
correspondents, reporters and translators.
Presently, Club members speak/write
English, French, German and Hungarian.
This list will be hopefully expanded with
readers in other countries. For more information send a large, self.addressed,
stamped envelope to: Gene Hegedus,
P.O. Box 2151, Oxnard, CA 93034.
(80S) 486- 719 '-
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